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ABSTRACT
This study focuses on the urban relationships generated, nurtured and changed by the
spatial arrangement of land-use. These relationships, how they give rise to different
patterns of operations in a city and how these operationsaffect the three environmental
systems; social, economic and ecological, are analysed. A case study of the city of
Colombo, Sri Lanka, is utilised to exarnine these connections and also to highlight the
operational trends in the city of Colombo at present. Thereupon, the focus is shifted to
the other side of the urban scenario where the study scrutinises the land-use planning
system that maintains such operational patterns. Once again, the main components of the
planning system are identified and applied to Colombo. The results of this case study are
then compared and contrasted with the planning process in the city of Curitiba in Brazil.
Given that Curitiba is widely acknowledged as offering an example of environmentally
sustainable planning, it is sought in this comparative analysis to highlight areas of
weakness and strengths in the planning process of Colombo. The study conc1udeswith a
discussion of the need for an alternative approach to planning in Sri Lanka, and other
developing countries.

Keywords: interactive relationships, operationai patterns, keyactors, planning, decision
making

Locations of Colombo in Sri Lanka and Curitiba in Brazil

CHAPTER ONE
1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Need for Sustainable Urban Planning
"The future is not some place we are going to, hut one we are
creating. The paths to it are not found hut made, and the
activity of making them changes hoth the maker and the
destination ".
John Schaar (1993) as quoted in Hempe1(1996)

Urban spatial planning is concerned with the arrangement or layout of a city - it's functions, activities
and their interrelations. Amongst other driving forces, these arrangements help determine the manner
in which a city functions, by influencing the movement, living and growth patterns and day to day
decision-making at various leveIs. Thus, these arrangements have a direct and dominant relation to the
operations of the physical, economic and social systems of the city. The environmental sustainability
of a city, which is determined by the characteristics of these three systems, is therefore much
influenced by the urban form and it's planning.
In a rapidly urbanising world, much is at stake on how land is used. The problems generated by this
urbanisation differ in degree and quality greatly in the developed and developing worlds. However, in
the present day wherever the location, the need to plan the use of land is critical. Active controI of
land-use is necessary in order to use the available land most efficiently and in the best of present and
future society' s interest. In most developing countries, despite the traditional respect for nature and
sustainable living patterns, the environmental awareness within specific spheres of learning is yet
marginal. In the field of urban design, planning and development this lack of environmental awareness
causes impairment to the socio-economic and ecological systems in urban areas.
However even at an international level, despite the greater awareness and growing debates on
sustainable development and spatial planning, this issue remains an oren question. The debates rut
forward in the late 20th century invariably were inter-linked and more often than not arose from the
need for the inclusion of environmental considerations in urban planning. Peter Hall (1988, p.ll)
writing on the development and history of planning theory and practice sums up the situation by saying
".. .after Olle hundred years of debate on how to plan the city, arter repeated attempts - however
mistaken or distorted - to rut ideas into practice,we find we are almostback where we started."Yet
today, the awareness and scope of development goals are much wider and more advanced in terms of
sustainability standards. Further, there is agreater
knowledge base drawing from various
interconnected fields. I have undertaken this study in the firm belief in the truism of the above quoted
statement by Schaar and the realisation of the great need for society to change the current living
patterns towards a more environmentally friendly direction.
For the purpose of this study I have defined the term, 'environmental sustainability' as follows: the
'environment' as used in the term 'environmental sustainability', is composed of three main facets.
These are the social, economic and ecological environmental systems. These systems are strongly
inter-linked and interdependent. Therefore, for the sustainability of Olle of these components the
sustainability of the other two are essential. The term' sustainability' with regards to these three
systems could be briefly described as the operation of the systems in a manner that does not endanger
the sound functioning of the systems in the future. This also entails that the social, economic and
ecological equity to current and future generations are maintained in the daily operations of the
systems.

1.2 Objectives, Scope and Limitations
In this study I seek to clarify and highlight; the implications of the urban land-use structure and
planning on the environmental sustainability of cities. The study also attempts to formulate a set of
parameters for how land-use planning and decision making in developing countries could be
approached, directing urban development towards a sustainable path.
The scope of the paper will be limited to the issues concerning urban land-use planning. The studies
and discussions of this paper focus on the situation in developing countries. The paper does not attempt
to discuss the evolution of cities (Mumford, 1961; Block and Hottovy, 1988) or urban planning debates
and theory (Hall, 1988 and 1999) as these have been thoroughly covered by many authors. The
limitation of this paper has been the strict definition of the problem area, with the means of an analysis
modet which is followed in the study, due to the limitations of space and time. However, the
discussions expose issues and areas for further explorations.
1.3 Reasons for Choosing the Topic
Cities, coveringjust 2% of the earth' s land surface, have over time had the most significant impact on
the environment (Lowe, 1991) Urban patterns of production, consumption and life styles, therefore are
also central to the salvation of the environment. Further, it has been estimated that by the year 2010,
more than halfthe world' s population will live in cities, a great portion of this growth will occur in the
developing countries. Therefore, a change in the current operational patterns of the city is seen as a
critical necessity. As discussed before, the manner in which any city functions, amongst other driving
forces, is to a great extent influenced by the 'arrangement' or the socio-spatial structure of the city.
Consequently, the design of a city plays a crucial role in the development of the ultimate network of
systems and patterns that drives a city. At present, the question of the 'sustainable city' in relation to
planning is a much debated issue at both the international and locallevel.
In addition, even though many concepts discussed in the paper are of relevance to both the developed
and developing worlds, I focus on the situation with regards to developing countries. The rationale
behind this focus is a considerable lack of research and discussion on issues with a developing country
perspective. I have undertaken this study of the spatial planning of cities due to the need for further
study in this area, the need for looking at planning from within an environmental perspective and a
personal interest in the answers sought to the queries posed within this study.
This study has abearing towards a variety of current debates and issues. However, the study is most
immediately directed towards the field of planning and urban design. This field, which plays an
important role in the determination of the sustainability of human societies, has over time undergone
many phases of development. Currently, with emerging awareness of the critical need for
environmental considerations, there is much discussion on the means and methods of designing a
sustainable urban environment. This paper attempts to make a contribution to this ongoing search.
1.4 Methodology and Outline of the Paper
The methodology of study and analysis adopted in this paper is one of analysing the existing city
structures and the planning processes, and their various driving forces in order to conceptualise their
interrelations. For this purpose, mainly empirical knowledge is utilised derived by interviews
conducted with various relevant institutions and personal working experience. In addition, studies were
made of institutionaI documents and data. In order to achieve the above objective, I pose three basic
questions that I will attempt to answer in the course of the study. A modet representing the relations of
the city and planning process which exarnines the questions posed is formulated and presented in the
following section. This modet presents an outline of the course of the study of this paper and does not
attempt to cover all aspects of urban relations. Previous theoretical and empirical studies are utilised to
explain, discuss and develop this model and thereupon the modet is utilised to analyse the situation in
two different cities. The results of these explorations are then utilised to develop the modet further and
also to gain insights to the answers sought by the three questions posed initially.

Outline of the Analysis Model: The analysis begins with the exploration and understanding of the
existing city structure, as environmental concerns of present day are mostly involved with the
reformation of existing cities rather than the design of completely new cities. The act of planning and
factors influencing planning decision making are also scrutinised. In line with this thought process, I
have raised three main questions which will be the focus of my study: How does the spatial structure
of the city function and what are the implications thereof on environmental sustainability? i.e. how
does this city function in relation to the spatial structure; what are the leading driving forces and
characteristics of the spatial structure; and how these driving forces affect the environmental systems.
In relation to the above question is the important question to the urban planner 'What attributes of the
land-use planning influenced this situation? and thereupon, what changes are needed in this planning
process to achieve a more environmentally sustainable form of development? In order to facilitate my
attempt to systematically analyse the means and the manner in which the urban form influences the
sustainable development of a city, I have developed a cause-and-effect diagram (analysis model)
mapping out the main stages of transition based on the issues that I hope to discuss within this paper.
This diagram represents the influence flows of the urban system and the planning system and the
connection between these two organisations (Fig.2).
ANALYSIS -pART I
Stage 1

Stage 2

ANALYSIS -PART II
Stage 3
(Local/Global)

Stage 4
(Local/Global)

Stage 5

Stage 6

ENVIRONMENTAL
SYSTEMS

Fig.2 Analysis model outlining the cause and effeci scenarios for the urban system and the urban planning
process

The cause and effect diagram developed for this study contains mainly two parts. Part I of the analysis
is concerned with the question of how does the spatial structure of the city function and what are the
implications thereof on environmental sustainability? This query, aIthough obviously important is
something that is not given serious consideration by most urban environmental analysts and normative
theorists on city planning. Studies of cities and their environmental problems in the developing world
are commonly carried out in a check-list fashion listing out data and problems rather than a deeper
analysis of the relationships and operational patterns that led to that situation. By performing such an
exercise as proposed the development of more efficient methods of remedy are facilitated.
Part II of the analysis is concerned with the question of what attributes of the land-use planning
process createdlinfluenced this situation? This part of the analysis exarnines the 'other side' of the
urban spatial scenario. The act of planning and decision making which contributes to the evolution of
the current interactive relationships maintained within a particular city is scrutinised. By doing so the
study also hopes to point out the main relationships of cause and effect that planning decisions
generate, in order to change or improve the different operational patterns of a city towards a more
environmentally sustainable system. This begins with the identification of the different groups that
react to changes in their environment and are able to express their opinions as a group or individuals in
society. These expressions of opinion and the pressures that they may exert on the rest of society and
decision makers could range from a local to global considerations. These pressure groups may
influence the planning and decision making process in various ways which are discussed under
influencing factors. Finally, the act of planning, i.e. decision making regarding the spatial structure of
the city and it's effect on the interactive relationships of a city, is discussed.

The examination of this process, I hope, will highlight how, when, where and what kind of intervention
is possible and necessary to change the existing behavioural pattems of the city. This will offer an
answer to the third question what changes are needed in this process to achieve a more
environmentally sustainable development?
The stages of my model can be summarised as following:
Analysis Part I
Stage 1- explores the spatial layout of land-uses in relation to each other, the socio-economic relations
and trends given rise to by this arrangement and the future developments that may be generated by
these current trends.
Stage 2- explores the operational pattems of a city such as movement, living, and the use of land that
are generated/influenced by the interactive relationships mentioned above.
Stage 3- these operational pattems have direct or indirect effects on the three environmental systems
(the social, economic and ecological systems).
Analysis Part II
Stage 4- this stage explores how the quality of the environmental systems affect persons in society
prompting them to actively take part in and influence land-use planning decision making.
Stage 5- explores the various types of influencing factors that the above groups pose on the planners
and decision makers.
Stage 6- explores the planning and decision making process itself which in tum would affect the
interactive relationships, discussed in stage l, that are maintained by the decisions made.
The outline of the paper is as folIows: Firstly, in chapters 2 and 3 the first part of the model is
explored. The basic model presented above is developed in greater detail in chapter 2 and this
developed analysis model is applied to a case study in chapter 3. Secondly, in chapters 4,5 and 6 the
second part of the model is explored. The basic model is developed and discussed in chapter 4 and
applied to two case studies in chapters 5 and 6. In chapter 5 the case study looks at a typical
developing country situation, while the case study in chapter 6 looks at a city that is widely accepted as
having environmentally sustainable pattems of operation. Fourthly, in chapter 7 the entire model is
further developed and the results are presented and discussed. Chapter 8 consists of the final
conclusion to the study.
I have chosen the case studies based on the following reasons;
Case Study 1- City of Colombo, Sri Lanka: My personal interest and knowledge of the past and present
developments of Colombo have been the main considerations. In this case study, conclusions drawn
are influenced by personal working experiences within the urban planning system.
Case Study 2- City of Curitiba, Brazi/: The city of Curitiba was chosen as the comparative case study
due to several reasons. Curitiba is a rare success story in planning history. This city is widely referred
to as Olleof the most sustainable cities in the world, due to it's achievements as not only a city in a
developing country hut as an exemplary to the world (Enviro,1992; CIC, undated). At present time,
when most cities of the world are debating and pondering the critical question of achieving sustainable
urban communities, the planners of Curitiba are seen to have forged a unique and forceful path towards
achieving these goals (IPPUC, 1999). Curitiba being situated in a developing country, has similar
problems as other developing country cities like Colombo. The understanding of the methods and
approaches which has allowed Curitiba to overcome these problems would be of great interest to other
countries with such problems. The case study of Curitiba was based on research undertaken by me in
Curitiba including interviews conducted with various institutions in Curitiba (see references).

ANAL YSIS P ART I

CHAPTER TWO
2.0 IMPLICATIONS OF THE URBAN FORM ON SUSTAINABILITY

2.1 Introduction
Part I of the analysis mode1 is deve1opedin this chapter, highlighting the main aspects of each stage. It
should be kept in mind that these stages and aspects are inherently inter-linked and in reality does not
exist as separate entities. Further, Olle of the aspects within a certain stage may influence and be
influenced by any Olleor all of the other factors. Yet, for the purpose of analysis it is useful to identify
and differentiate these different perspectives of each stage. Such a differentiation would allow the
study of each stage in a more holistic manner. This approach is necessary in order to understand the
current functioning pattems of a city prior to intervention by planning for the improvement of the city
towards more sustainable operational pattems.

ANALYSIS -PART I
Stage 1
INTERACTlVE
RELATIONSHIPS

Stage 2
OPERATIONAL
PATTERNS

. .
Stage 3
(Lod/Glbl)
ENVIRONMENT
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Fig.3 The Analysis Modelfromfigure 1 developed to contain the main aspects ofstages 1,2 and 3

2.2 Stage 1- Interactive Relationships
The understanding of the workings of the city is achieved firstly, by the definition and exploration of
the various relationships maintained by the existing urban fonn or the land-use arrangement. For the
purpose of this analysis I have tenned these relationships interactive relationships. Modem urban
settlements are complex organisations, and in reality these relationships are strongly interwoven.
Studies of these re1ationships in various fanns and names have been done by theorists from many fields
(Whyte, 1988; Worpole, 1992). A comparison of these studies has confinned the subjective nature and
the complexity of the urban environment (Burtenshaw et al,1991). Therefore, this lesson should be kept
in mind while studying cities and their problems. Further, the urban issues mentioned in the analysis
below such as density and social segregation are not sole1ydetennined by urban fonn, but are the result
of many driving forces acting together. The urban fonn affects these driving forces in many ways, but
as I mentioned before, this study concentrates on the relationships maintained by the urban land-use
arrangement. These relationships could be mainly categorised as spatial relationships, social
relationships and time relationships.

2.2.1 Spatial relationships:
Spatial re1ationships circumscribe the links that exist between different 1and-uses.Most urban activities
exist in relation to Olle another and are often complimentary or uncomplimentary to another. Such
re1ationships give rise to many operationai palterns within the city such as the movement of vehic1es
and 1ifesty1esof it's peop1e. For examp1e, warehouses for the storage of goods are common1y found
near ports or rai1ways. These are complimentary activities and orten give rise to heavy vehic1e
movement nom the rai1way to the warehouses and nom the warehouses to the otiter districts.
Periphera1 areas of industrial centres are often occupied by 10wincome residences of peop1e who work
in these factories, whi1e those who can afford the transport expenses may prefer to live further away
nom the industrial zones due to noise and pollution problems.
Studies of the spatial structure of cities have been carried out using various techniques by sociologists
such as E1kins (1975), White (1984). These studies have pointed out the influence of history, physica1
geography, legal and political traditions and service provision on the deve10pment of the spatial
structure and the 10cationof 1and-usesin cities.
2.2.2 Social relationships:
This refers to the social structures created, destroyed and nurtured by the 10cation of various activities
and their inter-relationships. Every city has a c1earsocial structure in relation to the pattems created by
it's 1and-usearrangement (Castells, 1974; Harvey,1989; Smith, 1984 ). Consider for examp1e,the areas
occupied by the more affluent, as against the areas occupied by the poor according to land va1ues. The
peop1e who live within these different areas have differing living and consumption pattems and
demands. In the discussion and proposition of urban theories and plans there is orten the tendency to
overlook the social objectives and outcomes ofthese proposals.
An examp1e can be seen in the works of Peter Ward (1990), who analyses the way in which social
inequality is reproduced through, and is embedded in, the city spatial structure. He shows how, once
spatial pattems are formed, they may contribute to the further perpetuation of the same pattems. The
existing pattems of social segregation are, according to Ward, readi1y demonstrated by the income
levels of the population. Studies of the social structure of cities (McE1rath, 1962; Robson, 1969) in
relation to their 1and-use distribution have shown that the models and test variables change greatly
depending on the particular socio-cu1tura1setting of cities.
2.2.3 Time relationships:
Time relationships are those that are associated with activities or trends in the socio-spatia1
re1ationships (described above) of Olleparticular time affecting the activities or trends of another time
(Block and Hottovy, 1988; Hägerstrand). Therefore, in p1anning the consideration and the study of
time re1ationships is of great importance. For examp1e,the existence of an ageing population may have
implications on 1and-use needs in the near future; decisions made on proposed or existing 1and-use
deve10pments wou1d influence the direction of deve10pment of that area and areas influenced by that
area.
The works of Robert Geipe1 (Pred, 1981), for examp1e shows that remarkable polarities can exist
between two different socio-spatia1structures within the same city. His discussions illustrate how such
a trend can be greatly influenced by certain primary 1and-usedecisions made by p1annersin the past in
favour of Ollesector of the city. This differential treatment in the past wou1ddemand that current urban
p1anners take the existing undesirab1e trends that have deve10ped in the unfavoured sector of the city
into consideration in their 1and-usedecision making in order to rectify the socio-spatia1 inequities that
may have evo1vedover time.

2.3 Stage 2- Operational Patterns
The arrangement of the urban form and their resulting relationships (termed interactive relationships)
influences how the city functions. The manner in which the city functions can be studied from several
perspectives in relation to land-lise. For instance, how people and goods move about in a city in
relation to their locations, how people live in a city in relation to their location or how land is allocated
for different tiges etc. Each of these are perspectives on how Ollecould view the city operations. It is
useful to view the manner of functioning of a city from different perspectives in order to obtain a more
holistic view of what happens in the present city system. For the purpose of this study I have termed
these different perspectives as operational patterns. These operational patterns represent the 'inner
logic' of the city system. In other words, the study of the operational patterns would be the study of
how the city works in terms of land lise. Such a study is of great importance for decision making
regarding planning intervention in order to improve or change the present conditions of the city. These
patterns could be mainly identified as,
Movement patterns: the patterns of movement of goods, services and people in the city influenced by
the location of different land-tiges.
Living patterns: the lifestyles, living conditions, consumption patterns of people in terms of where
they are located within the city in relation to other land-tigers.
Land-use patterns: the trends of how land is used by different land-tiges within a city in relation to
each other.
Fourthly, the Time aspects of the above patterns are discussed. These refer to the patterns of growth
or decline of the city's physical, economic and social systems or in other words the changing nature of
the other three operational patterns in relation to time.
2.3.1 Movement patterns:
The physical movement paths can be seen as an important component of the urban form connecting all
activities and functions of a city (Lowe, 1991). The roads, railway lines, bicyc1epaths and walkways in
a city determine how people and goods move around in the city, where and which buildings are
accessible and are more desirable (affecting land values) and where new commerce and services should
be located, etc. Therefore, it can be seen that the key interactive relationship within the city influencing
the movement patterns are the spatial relationships maintained by the urban form. The existing
locations of residences, industries, shops, public services and so on in relation to Olleanother plays an
important role in determining movement patterns, especially in the short term. The arrangement of
complimentary land-tiges orten creates a great movement of goods and people between them. The
location of residentiaI areas in relation to work places is an apt example. Spatial relationships affect
movement patterns due to various characteristics such as land-lise mix, density, size and accessibility to
facilities (Hanson and Schwab, 1987). These effects may playaroie in determining the mode of travel
and the length and direction of journeys.
A range of studies have been carried out on how density and size of cilies influence travel behaviour.
International comparisons of city densities and travel have shown that gasoline consumption rises
significantlyas densities decrease (Kenworthy and Newman,1989). Hanson and Schwab (1987) point
out the importance of accessibility to goods and services in urban planning. Commentators such as
Elkin et al. (1991) argue that a steady decline of accessibility for a majority of the population occurs
with greater urban expansion. This has been linked with travel surveys showing the growth in the
number and length of journeys. It should be noted that such statistics are subject to various conditions
such as the land-lise mix and the income levels of households located in city centres, especially in
relation to developing countries (as shown later in the cage studies). Peter Ward (1990) shows how the
social segregation of income groups, as discussed above, could lead to differing patterns of movement.
2.3.2 Living patterns:
Urban form, to a large extent reflects and/or influences the living patterns of the urban residents. For
example, if Olle considers the city's Social relationships which is the main form of interactive
relationship affecting the living patterns of a city' s residents, one's location would determine the city

amenities that Olle has access to such as education, recreation and health. Areas with a superior
standard of amenities are also likely to maintain high land values, which in tum determines who lives
in such areas. These social groups can be further classified by the different modes of travel chosen:
those who trave! by private ear and those who travel by public transport. Therefore, the land-lise
distribution and occupations inherently nurtures and reinforces such a social structure. In the
developing world, those who travel by private ear would probably live in areas of high land values and
enjoyahigher standard of life. Their consumption expenditure would also probably be higher. In
comparison, the low income workers who live in squatter settlements within the city would be subject
to many forms of social segregation and their standards of living, in terms of health, sanitation,
consumption and education would be poor. Re or she would be subject to higher levels of pollution
and social injustice due to a lower levet of economic choice, amongst other things, in relation to living
and working locations.
Robert Geipel (Pred, 1981) discusses how spatiallyand socially segregated parts of a city may have
very different living pattems induced by the different allocations of land-lise (discussed below).
Geipel shows how studies made on such two different sectors of a city showed negative results on
quality of life indicators in the poorer part such as 'noisy, unstable, poorly planned, dangerous,
unhealthy, ugly, not distinguished, grey, monotonous and of little attraction for leisure time activities'.
Re reinforces these findings by other studies such as of the percentage of people with an academic
degree, which showed a significantly higher levet of university education in the favoured part of the
city.
2.3.3 Land-use patterns:
The urban spatial structure is utilised for many functions. Land is used for the activities of production,
trade, infrastructure and services, living and waste disposal. What these functions are, how these
functions are distributed and the forces influencing the specific distribution, determines the land usage
pattems of a city. Land usage pattems of a city are controlled to an extent by spatial planning
decisions such as city zoning and building regulations. Rowever, market forces also playan important
role in the allocation of activities. An understanding of existing land usage pattems is necessary for
future planning decision making towards an improved environment.
As can be concluded by earlier discussions in this section of the writings of Peter Ward (1990), land
lise pattems that develop in cities are intrinsically and intricately inter-linked to the spatial and social
relationships of cities. For example, the distribution of high, middle and low income residences,
industrial functions and service functions such as schools and hospitals. Robert Geipel (Pred, 1981)
reinforces this observation. Re outlines the different land lise pattems of different parts of a city that
influence the operational pattems of these areas. The 'favoured' parts of the city by the planners and
politicians consisted of scenie valleys, woodlands and an efficient and modem transit system. The
location of 'disturbing' elements of infrastructure where shown to be allocated in the 'unfavoured'
parts of the city. Functions such as a new international airport, a large railway marshalling yard,
sewerage plants, military garrisons firing range, chemical plant, refuge pits and incinerators, atomic
refuge area, rail-road tumpike junctions and industrial estates, which are usually representative of
'obstructive infrastructure' were shown to be located in the unfavoured parts. The observation of such
pattems of land lise deve!opment is necessary in order to understand the operational pattems of the city
facilitating correct planning decisions regarding intervention to improve or change conditions. These
studies also show how land usage pattems can influence the movement, living and time pattems.
2.3.4 The time aspect of the abovepatterns:
The time pattems of a city refers mainly to three forms of growth or decline that occur in urban areas:
physical, economic and social. As can be seen, this is simply taking into consideration the dynamie
nature of the other three operational pattems through time. This is important as the daily decision
making at various levels take time-change trends into consideration. The main form of interactive
relationships influencing time aspects of the above pattems are the Time relationships maintained by
land-tiges. The socio-spatial structures at Ollegiven time, affects the immediate and future evolution of

the city's socio-spatial structure. In terms of physical growth or decline, currently existing activities
determine to a great extent the land values which in tum influences the type and extent of development
that takes place in and around that area. This in tum influences and is influenced by the social
structures that exist in the area, such as c1assrelationships and population densities. Both of the above
influences and is influenced by the economic growth or dec1ine of the area. The physical and social
development will influence the kind of economic activity the area will be used for which could be
retail, wholesale, finance, real estate etc.
Robert Geipel (Pred,1981) illustrates how land-use decisions made can affect the future socio-spatial
growth of a city. Re points out howenormous public investrnents made by the state in efficient and
convenient mass public transport systems in the past, have induced considerable population growth in
the city studied, for at least a period of ten years thereafter. Re also goes on to illustrate how distinctive
segregation could develop between different areas of a city when an extensive transportation networks
in certain scenic parts of a city could induced the development of upper c1ass residentiai areas. Re
further goes on to show how insensitive planning decisions made today could reinforce such
segregation between the scenic and upper income populated areas and the grey and lower income
populated areas.
2.4 Stage 3 - Environmental Systems
Modem cities with effective govemance, as debated by many present great potentials towards the
attainment of sustainable human societies. Many argue that urban systems present the most
environmentally friendly means of habitation for man. Apart from the impetus for the development of
culturai forms such as, art, music, dance, theatre and literature and stimulation and social variety, cities
provide other potential benefits. The foremost of these is the fact that cities concentrate production and
population in contrast to dispersed population. The obvious advantages brought about by this fact
would be; the lower costs per person on infrastructure provision and other services such as health and
education; reduction of the use of land, a finite resource, for human habitation; agreater possibility for
material rec1amation, recyc1ing and reuse; potential for reduction of the use of energy and fossil fuels
by reducing the need to travel, reducing length of travel distance, possibility to walk to basic services,
etc (Global Forum, 1994; Jenks et al.,1996). Therefore, with effective govemance and planning cities
can contribute largely to the future sustainability. Many cities in developing countries may have levels
of resource use and waste generation which are low and within 'sustainable' limits. Rowever, often
human needs are not met and a large percentage of the world urban population live in very poor
conditions. Such an unsustainable social system would in tum lead to the unsustainability of the other
two systems as weIl, due to the integrated nature of these three systems.
One of the main purposes of this study, as stated earlier, is to map the manner in which the spatial
structure can influence the environmental sustainability of a city. The environmental sustainability
would depend on the performance of the three environmental systems of social, economic and
ecological systems. It should be noted that within this section, the main purpose is to present the
diversity of the influence of the spatial structure on the environmental systems. It does not attempt a
comprehensive essay on the environmental problems, causes and effects. Therefore, the discussions
presented could be considered as examples for each category considered. In the analysis of this stage
the operational pattems are studied from the perspective of each of the three components of
environmental sustainability - the social, economic and ecological systems.
2.4.1 Environmental effects arising from the movement patterns:
The movement pattems in a city determines the type and mode of transport taken by a person, length
and duration of joumeys and therefore the quantity and quality of emissions pollution. Some of these
emissions pollutants are Nitrogen Oxides (NOx), Sulphur Dioxide (S02), Carbon Dioxide (C02), Lead
(P), Aerosols, Carbon Monoxide (CO), Benzene, Rydrocarbons(RC), Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).
These emissions have various effects on the ecological system such as the greenhouse effect, global
warming and the destruction of the ozone layer at a global scale. In a business-as-usual scenario
(Roughton et al., 1990) it has been predicted that global mean temperatures approximately 50 years

from now would be higher than that experienced in the last 150000 years. In addition, significant riBe
in sea leveis, increased evaporation of lakes and reservoirs, stratospheric cooling causing a radiative
loss of energy enhancing the destruction of ozone and it's effect on the equator to pole energy gradient
causing a slowing in the general circulation systems of the earth are Borneof the ill effects of global
warming; transport emissions contributes to the creation of harmful secondary pollutants such as
Ozone, hydroxyl radicals, hydroperoxyl radicals, organic molecules and particulate. Of these Ozone
and SO2 are major causes of concem due to their harmfui effect on plants; other effects such as
photochemical smog, acid raiDand climate change could be also sited as ecological effects of transport
pollution (Jackson and Jackson, 1996). These problems sited above has a direct influence on the wellbeing of the social and economic systems.
These emissions can be harmfui to the economic system and social system in other ways as well. For
example, the chemical SO2 which is a main transport emission at low concentrations can cause
reduced plant growth. It has been found that crop growth in urban peripheries has suffered significant
reductions in productivity at concentrations as low as 60 ppb. At higher concentrations it can also
cause leaf whitening (chiorosis) and death (necrosis) in plants. Also certain other emissions which
have longer atmospheric residence times by being blown over by wind can cause damage to
agriculturai crops in rural areas as weIl. Even though such effects are rarely studied or documented,
they can effect the crop productions negatively. Also, transport emissions have direct harmful effects
on the social and economic system due to it' s effects on human health. Respiratory and eye irritation
problems, chronic lung disease, hyperactivity and mental retardation and decrease in behavioural
effectiveness are studied to be Borne of the main effects of the different chemicals in vehicular
emissions. In addition to transport emissions, transport causes environmental problems in a number of
other ways such as waste generated in the production and the lifetime of vehicles; oil leaks from cars
being mixed with storm wafer fUll off and polluting waterways and effecting wafer eco-systems;
vehicular noise, which has been documented to cause high levels of stress in the human being as weIl
as animals; loss of time spent in congested roads; energy and the consumption of finite fuel resources.
2.4.2. Environmental effects arising from living putterns:
Certain forms of land-use development, such as the development of housing and apartment building is
frequently seen to promote social segregation and inequity. Houses or apartments are usually built for
aparticular target group, specific in income, age, family size and at times profession. Therefore by
excluding or including particular groups and causing the congregation of such groups in large areas,
urban development can contribute to social segregation in terms of income, age, gender, etc. In
addition, certain areas of the city develop as exclusive areas in relation to others attracting residents
with a higher income, better schoois, safer and more healthy streets and neighbourhoods. In terms of
children' s education, due to certain other policy regulations that may exist regarding admittance to
schools or due to economic considerations, those living outside these areas would be exc1udedfrom the
choice of a better education. Peter Ward (1990, p.136) highlights how different living pattems of the
urban residents are achieved depending on their income and spatial distribution: "the rich and betteroff economic groups bid for serviced land with pleasant views, near to would-be peers and socially
'chic' service and commercial centres, and avoid negative extemalities such as heavily polluted areas,
noxious industriai plants and areas lacking social cachet. The converse applies to the poor who, with
the exception of occasional privileged (illegal) access to Borne... lands, are usually obliged to seek
residence in poorly serviced lands with high negative extemalities, that are undesirable to everyone
else."
Castells (1977 as quoted in Peter Ward) presents the city as a unit of consumption. The pattems of
consumption of these different groups contribute to environmental degradation or improvement in
different ways. Castells writing in 1972 took the stance that society and the social forms of that society
such as the urban space are driven by the actions of individuals whose behaviour is determined by the
individual's location within the social structure and his economic power (Burtenshaw et al.,1991). The
living pattems of the poorer segments in society would contribute to other forms of environmental
degradation in their struggle for survival and better forms of life. These effects would in tum pose

economic costs to the society, for example, by greater taxation, air & water pollution abatement and
maintenance costs, etc. The wealthier groups in society contribute to environmental degradation
mainly through their unsustainable consumption pattems. The preference of car lise over public
transport, greater contribution to the lise of infinite land resources due to extravagant consumption
pattems, for example; large houses for the occupation of single persons.
Considering the movement pattems of people in his studies, Peter Ward (1990) further shows how
location and infrastructure services affect the quality of life and gender opportunities in society. He
points out the wearing and difficult travel conditions from the peripheral areas of the city to work
locations in the centre and the possible connection to the fact that 75% of the tigers of the collective
transport system are male. Such social inter-generational inequity contributes to an unsustainable social
environment. The inaccessibility to certain services and employment opportunities for half the
population of an area would also affect the economic and system. However, it should be kept in mind
that spatial segregation is a product of many intricate social forces.
2.4.3 Environmental effects arising from land usage putterns:
Of great concern with regards to land usage pattems is the pace and manner in which land, a finite
resource, is consumed in urban development. Irreversible changes can be inflicted by development and
agriculture land-lise pattems such as; soil quality degradation by the addition of chemicals, erosion and
waste disposal; land loss, building up of land and urban sprawl; effects on ecosystems and loss of biodiversity. Land-use causing such degradation of the environment can be considered clear cages of
mistige of land. This behaviour not only disrupts the ecological systems hut also pose inter and intragenerational social and economic costs to society. However, the simple act of building itself can
disrupt existing eco-systems. Environmentally sustainable spatial planning seeks to reduce these
impacts by the inclusion and exclusion of certain activities in certain locations and the control of
development. Further, new developments are increasingly single lise and are inflexible due to rigid
zoning systems and institutional funding preferences (European Commission, 1996). Multiple lise of
land or the allowance for flexibility is encouraged for reasons of sustainability. Lowe (1991), writing
on the link between land-lise and water, illustrates how land-lise pattems are strongly inter-linked with
ecosystems such as a nearby marine eco-system. Specific activities are known to be especially harmful
to certain eco-systems such as sewage treatment and paper processing being especially harmful to
water-ways. Car dominated urban areas contaminate storm water ron off with oil and toxic fluids from
roads and parking lots.
2.4.4 Environmental effects arisingfrom the time aspect of the above putterns:
In relation to planning, time-change pattems should be an important consideration in forecasting the
effects of land-lise decisions made today, on the direction of the future growth of the city. Currently,
land lise pattems are discussed in terms of environmental carrying capacities and the need to retain
future growth to certain levels in order to maintain and pass on to future generations the stock of both
natural and built heritage. Intra-generational issues as weIl as inter-generational issues are brought into
focus in the discussion of a city' s time-change pattems. Land is also a finite resource in the modem
world. The growing city of Bangkok for example, has been estimated to have consumed 3200 hectares
of farmland every rear for a decade in the process of it's physical and socio-economic growth
(Lowe,1991). On the other hand it has also been shown that, most sprawling cities have areas within
already developed areas which are not utilised to its optimum capacity. Current debates on the concept
of Compact Cities are based on this main potential (Jenks et al., 1996). The direction of physical
development of the city can be greatly influenced by planning decisions regarding the provision of
transport infrastructure and accessibility, policy and tax incentives or disincentives related to land-lise,
provision ofhousing, etc., and resultant effects on land values.
This chapter explored the urban relationships, its operational pattems and the following effects on the
environmental systems. In the next chapter, the above discussion is further explored within the cage
study of the city of Colombo.

APPLICATION 1- CASE STUDY 1
CHAPTER THREE

3.0 A LOOK

AT COLOMBO

3.1 Introduction
Sri Lanka suffers from abasic structural imbalance with regards to the distribution of its population,
economic and urban activities. Approximately two thirds of the population and 90% of its economic
activities are located in the wet zone of the country which is c1imatically suitable for agriculture and
living (Fig.l, p.vi). The Colombo Metropolis, the primary urban centre of Sri Lanka located in the wet
zone, also suffers from this imbalance. In 1994 the population of the Colombo Metropolitan Region
(CMR) was 4,640,670 in stark contrast to that of the second biggest region which is a third of the above
population (see also Table l). While approximately one fourth of the country' s population is urbanised,
the Greater Colombo area accommodates 60% of this population. This is also reflected in the location
of 83% (1994) of the manufacturing industries and over 60% (1994) of the ear ownership of the island
in Greater Colombo. This structural imbalance has historically been prompted by geographic and
c1imatic reasons - the abundance of water resources providing a suitable setting for agriculture to
prosper. In latter years, as discussed in appendix l, the development of port and export activities in
Colombo has acted as a magnet for the growth of areas around it (MEPA, 1991).
Table 1 The activity levels of the Colombo Metropolitan Region (CMR) in comparison to the activity levels of Sri
Lanka (SL).

Activity
Land Area (Sq.km)
Population- '94(Mns.)
GDP- '94 (Rs. Mn)
Estimated Vehicles
Private Buses (1996)
*Source UDA/MHD, 1998; table

CMR
3,593
4,640
22,582
252,273
4,700
5.1

Sri Lanka
62,705
17,865
51,227
564,772
12,355

CMR as % of SL
5.73%
26%
44%
45%
38%

3.2 Application of The Analysis
In this chapter I will apply the analysis modet (Fig.3) developed and discussed in Chapter 2 in the study
of the city of Colombo. Analysis Part I, containing Stages l, 2 and 3 is carried out firstly. The
application of Analysis Part II to Colombo containing Stages 4, 5 and 6 is carried out in chapter flye. In
the discussion of Stage 2, I will analyse the movementpalterns of the city as an example as to how each
of the pattems could be explored. From this point onwards the analysis concentrates only on the
exploration of the Colombo city from the perspective of movement pattems and not any of the other
perspectives presented by the other pattems. As stressed in section 2.3 above, the different pattems
identified in the study simply represent different perspectives of how a city functions and are not
unrelated. Therefore, the living and land-usage pattems and time-change effects of these pattems could
be discussed in terms of how movement pattems influence each one of them. I focus mainly on
movement pattems due to limitations of time and space of the study. In the study of operational
pattems, different tools - discursive and non-discursive, are useful for a clearer and deeper
understanding of the spatial structure. However, it should also be kept in mind that the results of nondiscursive tools could be interpreted in many ways which could be influenced by personal bias. In
Stage l, I present all interactive relationships within the context of Colombo as it is necessary for a
complete understanding of any one of the pattems. The trends identified in 3.2.1 beloware further
discussed in the proceeding sections.
3.2.1 Understanding the lnteractive Relationships
Spatial relationships- This section exarnines the location of land-uses in relation to each other in the
city of Colombo and the city in relation to it's greater context, the Colombo Metropolitan Region. The
main land-lise group s considered are transport, housing, commerce, industri al and education. Firstly

however, the following definitions are made with regards to the city area. The Colombo Metropolitan
Region (CMR) has a land area of 369,420 ha which is 5.6% of the total country area and has a
population of 4,640,670 persons (as at 1994). The City of Colombo has a land area of 3729.0 ha which
is 0.056% of the total country area and has a population 721,450 persons (as at 1994).
Transport- The main transport routes have been identified in Fig.6 according to the intensity of usage.
Table 2 shows the distribution of total number of passengers in the years 1985 and 1995 travelling in
and out of Colombo (on the Colombo-Kandy Road, Colombo-Galle Road, Colombo-Negombo Road
and Colombo-Ratnapura Road) by the three different modes the bus, private vehicle and rail.
Table 2
Year
Private Vehicle
Rail Passengers
Bus Passengers
1985
77.99%
8.08%
13.93%
1995
72.85%
15.56%
11.59%
% increase/decrease
-7%
+92%
-17%
*Table formulated using figures provided in UDA/MHD,1998; table 5.18

As can be seen during the period of 10 years there is a shifting emphasis :trom the use of the public
transport systems, the bus and train, with a large increase of 92% in private transport. On the other hand
it can also be noted that a majority of the population depends on public modes oftransportation.
Table 3 shows the growth rate of traffic flows at the city boundaries between the years 1961 and 1992
in the South Approaches (Dehiwela, Kirulapana and Pamankada bridges), the North Approaches
(Kelani and Victoria bridges) and Rajagiriya.
Table 3
Year
1961-79
1979-92
% increase/decrease
*Table formulated using

South A.
North A.
Rajagiriya
2.1%
3.3%
4.4%
4.2%
7.5%
8%
100%
127%
81%
figures provided in UDA/MHD, 1998 ; table 5.9

The above figures show an average increase in traffic flows at a rate of more than 100% between the
years 1979 and 1992.
Housing- Fig.7 identifies the high income and low income area distribution of housing. Table 4 below
shows that there has been a sharp loss of residency of 17% within the city. Within the years 1996 and
2010 there is projected to be a loss of 44%
Table 4 shows the land-use distribution changes in the city of Colombo between the years 1977-1996
and 1996-2010 (projected).
Table 4
1996-2010
1977-1996
1977-2010
Type of land-use
ResidentiaI
-17%
-44%
-54%
Commercial
+12%
+368%
+423%
InstitutionaI
-12%
-43%
-49%
Industrial
1%
+6.5%
+7%
+15%
Transport
+85%
+35%
+150%
Open Spaces
Table formulated using figures provided in UDA,XX (Table 13.8)

Commerce- Fig.5 shows the development of commerce in the city of Colombo. The proposed land-use
zoning map (Fig.9) shows the increased emphasis given to commerce in the development plans for the
future of the city. Table 4 indicates an increase of 12% in commercial activity and between the years
1996 and 2010 an increase of368% is projected.

lndustrial- Table 4 shows thai there is an effort made by the govemment to locate industries outside the
city of Colombo. However, most of these industries locate themselves in the peripheral areas of
Colombo and within the Metropolitan Region of Colombo.
Education- Fig.7 identifies the locations of schools in the city of Colombo. Sofie of these schools make
up the largest conglomeration of the most outstanding schools in the country.
There is an identified under-utilisation of land in the city of Colombo (UDA, 1999). This can be seen as
a great potential for encouraging more compact development. The development plans for the city of
Colombo propose to use this land for the allocation of commercial, banking, financial and port related
activities, while housing and administrative activities have been identified in the Kotte area, which is
immediately outside the city.
Social relationships- This section examines the social relationships thai exist in society in relation to
their location. Two main aspects of the social relationships can be discussed in relation to the land-use
distribution pattems identified above.
Figure 7 and Table 5 shows the primary residentiai areas of Colombo (e.g. Cinnamon Gardens,
Bambalapitiya, Kollupitiya). These areas are traditionallyand exclusively occupied by high income
groups. The areas identified in Fig.7 are the main locations of squatter settlements, low income housing
areas. The main residentiai suburbs have also been identified in figure 7. The location ofthese different
income groups could be compared with employment locations (commerce, industry, port related
activities), chief schools and transport facilities of the city.
Table 5 Planning units of the city of Colombo and their respective population densities.
1981
1997
Name ofplanning unit

*
Fort
85
70
Kochchikade
486
506
Maradana
222
222
148
136 *
Kollupitiya
160
191
Mattakkuliya
180
Kotahena
188
218
244
Grandpass
225
343
Dematagoda
Borella
182
222
**
Cinnamon Gardens
51
57
*
99
92
Bambalapitiya
WeIlawatta
142
152 *
*
79
86
Narahenpita
129
188
Kirillapone
Total
158
180
Source: UDAIMHD, 1998 (Table 13.5)
* areas ofhigh land value

Time relationships- This section examines the future trends given rise to by current trends. Table 4
shows the land use pattem projections for the year 2010 and the percentage increase or decrease of
change from 1996-2010. It shows thai the main trends are expected to continue during the period 19962010, such as a loss of residency by a rate of 44% and an increase in commercial activity by 368%.
Also it shows the effort made by the state in the past decade to locate state institutions outside the city.
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Notes to the figures:
Figure 4 and 5: The attraction of Colombo as a place to live and work is heightened

&

due to thefact thaI it is the only urban centre of ils kind in the country. Colombo
offers more services and opportunities and potential for a greater standard of living.
However, this is often a misconception, as these facilities offered by Colombo has a
limited capacity. This gives rise to the large number of squatter settlements as well as
the horizontal expansion of Colombo.
Figure 6: The intensity of road usage can be seen to change in accordance with the
land-use activities of these areas. See in comparison to the Integrated-Axial map of
Colombo (figure 12, p.20).
Figure 7: The locations of leading schools in Colombo, as can be seen are centred in
the inner areas of the city. Therefore, these schools are largely accessible to those
who live within the city and it 's immediate peripheries. The centrallocation of the
high income residentiai area allows this income group indiscriminate access to all
parts of Colombo. The proposed plans for Colombo has identified this area as the
main location of res identiai area to be preserved within the city.
As pointed out in the proceeding discussions(section 3.2.2, p.22), squatter settlements
can be seen dispersed all over the city.
Figure 15: This map shows the proposed densitiesfor different zones in Colombo. It
can be seen thaI the F ort area has been identified for 10floors to unlimited
development. In the proposed zoning plan (figure 9) this area has been identified as a
concentrated development zone. However, as discussed in section 5.1.3 (p.29), the
development plan presentedfor the Fort area (UDAlMHD, 1998) indicates more than
70% of the area as land reservedfor conservation and green open spaces.
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Fig. 15 Proposed building density (2010) for the City of Colombo
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The city of Colombo has developed as the main commercial centre of the country. Further emphasis on
the development of the city as the centre of commerce and trade can be seen in the proposals for the
city. In addition, it is targeted to be developed as the gateway for the South East Asian region,
exploiting the potentialoffered by the location of the Colombo Port in the confluence of the sea routes
to this region. This would also render Colombo the largest provider of employment, incrementing
current trends. This has the potential to cause massive rural-urban migration and the development of
the metropolitan region in a manner which is structurally unhealthy and unsustainable. This trend is
also fed by the location of the best schools and medical facilities available in the country, in the city
and it's surrounding suburbs. The market forces acting on the impetus of commercial demands may
cause residentiai areas to disappear from the centre of the city giving way to commerce. This has
implications on the development of suburbia and the consumption of agriculturai and forest land by
urbanisation. Also, it is likely to render a large proportion of people travelling daily to and from the
centre for work and to their suburban residences. These trends, as can be seen in the rast have
'reconfirming and incrementing' tendencies, i.e. the current suburbs of Colombo will in the future
attain characteristics of the inner city while acquiring suburbs of it's own spreading into more rural
land giving rise to horizontal expansion over time. The effort made by the state to locate state
institutions outside the city as shown in table 4 also contribute to the problem by inducing transport to
and from the city for various purposes where the private sector and persons may need to consult the
state institutions. Such a development trend has the potential to give rise to great socio-economic and
ecological problems.
The Urban Development Authority of Sri Lanka (UDA) (1998) has identified a need to reduce the total
residentialland
area within the city (Table 6). This is seen to be achieved through the relocation of a
26% of residences in areas outside the city. This proposal, in consideration of the discussion above, can
be seen to aggravate the problems mentioned above. Table 6 shows the restructuring proposals for
land-lise by the Urban Development Authority of Sri Lanka: identified categories for relocation outside
the city of Colombo.
Table 6
Land-use category
Residential
Commercial
Education
Health
Admin. & Defence
Cultural
Industries

% of total area in city
37.6%
0.06%
4.3%
1.6%
5.1%
6.7%
4.0%

% to be relocated
20.6%
5.2%
6.2%
12%
67.3%
3.1%
13.7%

Relocation area
city and CMR
CMR -outside city
CMR -outside city
CMR -outside city
CMR -outside city
CMR -outside city
CMR -outside city

Source: UDA/MHD, 1998 (Table 13.11)

The implications of the trends discussed above and the proposals made by the UDA on the socioeconomic growth and the provision of public infrastructure are enormous. These trends and their
implications present a particular set of problems to be solved and addressed by the spatial planners for
the future sustainable development of the city.
3.2.2 Operational Putterns of Colombo - with a focus on the movement putterns
In the discussion and analysis of the movement pattems I will lise an analysis technique developed by
the Architectural Unit of the Bartiett School of Graduate Studies at the University College London,
known as the configurational analysis (Hillier and Hanson, 1984; Hillier, 1996). This technique
explores the association between the development of social activities and qualitative aspects of grace.
These qualitative aspects or the 'social potential' of a particular grace is mapped with the aid of grace
syntax computer software. The social potential of the grace being based on where the graces are
located in relation to the road network and urban grid. Different localities within the larger urban grid
offer different potentials. These social potentials being best exploited by certain functions above others.
Therefore, inducing the development of activities in that area that can best exploit the social potential

offered by that space. The socio-spatial relationship of Colombo is explored by such a configurational
analysis.
The following discussions will be based on the study of the interactive relationships as presented in the
above section and a configurational analysis studies of the city of Colombo (Perera, 1998). In this
section, I will lise the information gathered from the above sources to analyse the implications of such a
socio-spatial structure on the movement pattems of the city and in tum the implications of the
movement pattems on the other aspects of the operational pattems. In other words, I will discuss the
'inner logic' of the socio-spatial city from the perspective ofmovement pattems. However, in using the
configurational analysis method, it should be kept in mind that not only does the land-lise distribution
depend on the integration of spaces by the movement pattems of the city but also vise versa. The
movement paths may have been generated due to the early location of spaces for particular activities
which has led to the further perpetuation of these activities leading to the formation of movement
pattems which accommodated and adjusted to that activity.
Study of the movement patterns: The urbanisation process of Colombo (Appendix l) has led to the
development of the movement pattems of Colombo in the following manner today. There is a large
daily commuting from the otiter peripheries of the city of Colombo due to the suburbanisation
tendencies identified above (Fig.4). These suburban towns themselves have grown to stages of urban
areas in their own right. The new land-lise proposals made by the Urban Development Authority can be
seen to actually promote these tendencies further. This is done mainly by their proposals to restructure
the present land-lise pattem by relocating 37.6% of the residentiai areas in five different towns outside
the city of Colombo within the Metropolitan Region of Colombo (Table 6). Functions and activities
encouraged to be located within city limits have been identified as high income residential, mixed
development, commercial and port related activities (UDA, 1998). This has further implications on
social polarisation, where the city develops into an area for the elite in society and those who cannot
afford the costs of transport are pushed to the peripheral areas the city, while however, most of the
commercial functions and therefore employment opportunities remain within the city.
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Fig.12 Axial map of present day Colombo
Red lines- Areas of high integration; Green and Blue lines- Areas ofpoor integration; Yeilow lines- Areas that are
weil integrated

Fig.13 Integration-Axial map of Fort and Pettah

Fig.14 Integrated-Axial map of Pettah

Movement Patterns and it's effects on Land Usage Patterns:
The Fort, which is currently the Central Business District, refers to the area of the fortress built by the
Portuguese and later expanded by the Dutch. This area was also the chosen area by the British
colonialists as its main centre for development due to the location of the harbour. Integration studies
(configurational analysis) of the Fort area has shown two main characteristics. First, despite Fort being
the perceived centre of Colombo, it is physically and therefore socially isolated fTomthe city as shown
by the integration mars (Figs.l2 and 13). The urban grid which isolated Fort was an intentional
manipulation by the Dutch who built the Beira lake and Canals around the Fort mainly for security and
other commercial reasons. This isolation and lack of integration is shown by the blue green lines
representing the roads of Fort. Second, however, it is observed that Fort is accessed by the historically
and presently most dynamic road of the city - The Galle Road. In addition, other main connections are
made through Chittampalam Gardiner Mawatha and Pettah (Fig.13). This particular integration pattem
has several implications on the location of activities in Fort; First, Fort is a place that is easily
accessible fTom the main areas of Colombo; second, but one does not pass it on the way to another
place and therefore it only draws persons who have the necessity to go there, resulting in Fort being
selective as to whom it caters for. The British exploited this social potential and even today this area
remains mainly the domain of the business elite in the city. Current land-use pattems of Fort illustrate
this tendency (Fig.8). The country's main high-rise blocks, the Presidential Palace, the head offices of
main banks and businesses, the Central Bank of Sri Lanka, the largest conglomeration of flye-star
hotels, can all be seen in Fort. This has in tum implications on the land values of Fort which is the
highest in the country.
On the other hand the Central Fort railway and bus stations are located in the periphery of Fort, opening
out into the heart of Pettah area (Fig.l4). This has lead to the two following pattems. The Fort railway
and bus station are the main centres of transfer for a majority of daily travellers, Pettah is constantly a
place of mass humanity who are forced to go there by direct or indirect need; also it is the main outlet
point of persons coming to the city from every other part of the country with or without goods. The
integration mars analysing the location of Pettah shows that spatially, it is isolated from the rest of the
city shown by dark and light green lines. In addition, it is a difficult place to access naturally- i.e. if the
central bus and railway stations were not located in Pettah. The combination of these two - Pettah being
the chosen place for the central transport terminals and the low integration of it within the urban grid
has lead to Pettah developing as the Bazaar of the city and the country. Masses of pedestrian
population, allowed for by it's many narrow streets sen gaDds and shop gaDds of all kinds from
pirated copies of the latest computer software to the home-grown fTuitsfToma village in the far South

-

of the country. Despite the high land values ofPettah due to its proximity to Fort, these low-economic
yield operations continue to flourish because it is easily accommodated by the spatial structure of
Pettah.
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Fig.15 Integration-Axial

map ofnodal points along the Galle Road and residential areas of Colombo

Areas such as Union Place, Kollupitiya, Bambalapitiya and WeIlawatta (Fig.15) which are major nodal
points located linearlyalong the Galle Road can also be seen as thriving commercial areas. However,
the atmosphere is in great contrast to that of Pettah or Fort and the activities cater to a different social
leve!. The inherent nature of these shopping areas is exemplified by the two main shopping complexes
of Sri Lanka, Liberty Plaza and Majestic City, in these areas along the Galle Road. The tyre of
commercial activity that occurs here depends on the large amount of people drawn here due to the
easily accessible nature of location. This is shown in the integration mars by the yellow lines in the
central part.
When considering the housing locations of people in terms of movement integration, Fort is a place of
low residency (section 3.2.1, Table 6). This can be attributed to the very high land values. This has
allowed two categories of income groups to live in Fort. The small minority of extremely wealthy
persons and those who have occupied areas in Fort illegally. Olle of the main shanty developments can
therefore be found in Fort (Fig.7). Pettah on the Ollehand, is the domain of the low income elasses. In
addition, it also holds Olle of the largest shanty developments in Colombo due to the availability of
work and employment. The areas along and around the Galle Road and it's main connecting roads on
the other hand being highly integrated areas with relatively high land values is the domain of the upper
income groups and the upper-middle and middle income groups (Figs.15 and 7). These groups are
dispersed in these areas according to the relative integration of location.
Shanty developments, as shown in the map (Fig.7) seem to occur in all tyres of areas in the city despite
land values. There seems to be two main determining factors for these developments- the availability of
work and easy accessibility to work. If Olleexamines the micro axial mars of the locations of these
shanty developments, it can be seen that they are usually pockets of low integration, shown by light and
dark green lines, within highly integrated areas. The shanty dwellers need to be located eloge to or

within easily accessible distance to their places of work duc to their low potential economic energy.
Also as mentioned before, the congIomeration of similar activities tend to promote more activities of
the same kind. Therefore, the shanty developments evolve to strongholds within these areas repelling
the investment by other companies in building in these areas. Thus requiring government intervention
in the rehabilitation or relocation and development ofthese areas.
As shown in section 3.2.1 and the above discussion it can be seen that the limits of the Colombo Urban
Area as a residentiallocation seems to be accessible only to those with relative means and those willing
to occupy land illegally. This equation then is seen to leave a large majority of the urban dwellers out.
These persons make up the large centres of suburbia and those that travel daily to the city from the
suburbs in large numbers (Fig. 4 and 6).
Movement Patterns and their effects on Living Patterns:
The living pattems of people can also be assessed in terms of their location and integration in terms of
movement (Section 3.2.1, Table 5). In Colombo, but in particular in Fort and thriving commercial
areas, Olleof the main problems can be sited as the loss of residency. Due to lack of planning controI,
market forces have taken over determining functions according to the relative land values of location.
This is seen to be creating a trend where the demand for land values rise gradually in concentric zones
from the heart of the Centre, inducing people to succumb to the pressures of development and move to
the peripheries. Thus contributing to another main problem of expanding and sprawling city limits and
the development and expansion of suburbia (FigsA and 5).
The core residentiaI area occupied by high income groups can be seen to have unlimited access to the
most valued amenities offered by the city such as high levels of education, well developed
infrastructure, well developed and high quality recreation and leisure opportunities, better sanitary
systems and garbage collection systems, etc. Also, these persons are politicallyand socially highly
connected and are therefore also a group that can voice their opinions freely and effectively in society.
On the other hand, as described in the above section, another group that resides in this area are those
who occupy marginal land in these areas illegally. These groups live in extremely poor living
conditions with highly limited access to city amenities duc to their low economic potential.
Further, as studies have shown, these areas suffer from high social polarisation and are considered
'burden' areas of the city (UDA, 1996). Other income groups who live primarily outside the city are
seen to have limited access to these facilities and amenities duc to the low levels of public transport
efficiency, physical accessibility and also social polarisation that evolves with the identification of
dominant social groups.
3.2.3 Notable e/teets on the Environmental System
In many environmental studies of Colombo (UDA, 1997;Marga, undated) it can be seen that only the
immediate effects on the ecological system have been documented, with the related causes or effects on
the other two systems being unaccounted for. In addition, short term and short sighted policy changes
have caused greater environmental damage. This approach necessarily leaves out the larger social and
indirect economic costs of unsustainable operational pattems. For example, in order to overcome an
acute shortage of land, the govemment implemented a change in policy which reduced the minimum
plot size for residential development from 303 sq.m to 152 sq.m and 51 sq.m in some special cases
(MEPA,1991). While this allowed for the dense development of the city, this in tum imposed heavy
demands on the existing infrastructure and illegal constructions such as extensions for cooking abutting
toilet areas, cattle or poultry sheds duc to the lack of space. Such developments would in tum impose
heavy costs on the social system, for example, duc to the poor health conditions developed by people
living in these environments. This would in tum have effects on the economic system duc to additional
expenses in terms of health care, loss of productivity, additional administrative costs involved with the
regulation of these activities etc. The new proposals made by the UDA for the year 2010 for the city
may further aggravate the situation in the inner-city areas by identifying the CBD core area for
unlimited development of unlimited density (Fig.11; UDA/MHD,1998).

Most urban areas, including Colombo, experience the environmental effects discussed in section 2.4
above in varying degrees. Within this section I will discuss a few of the main environmental problems
related to land lise and mistige. A factor of great concern in urban sprawl and the growth of suburban
centres to full fledged urban centres are the threats imposed to ecologically sensitive areas in the CMR
and threats to the bio-diversity of these areas and the Western province in general. The loss of land for
agriculture is another problem. A study of the land-lise pattern of the CMR (The city of Colombo and
it's immediate suburbs) in 1981 revealed the occupation of30% ofland in each district by paddy, forest
cover and barren land; another 30% by rubber and coconut cultivations and 2% by scrub, grass,
mangrove and marsh land. A survey done in 1996 showed the conversion of 5-10% of the above land
every year to urban tiges. Haphazard and unregulated urban sprawl further disturbs the natural drainage
network contributing to flooding within the city of Colombo during the monsoon rains.
The resident distribution and the commercial development patterns described in section 3.2.2 above
have given rise to large masses of people commuting daily contributing greatly to air and noise
pollution, city traffic congestion and time wastage. In addition, the poorly maintained public transport
services has led to extreme exhaustion oftravellers leading to loss ofproductivity and efficiency.
Olle of the main problems of the city of Colombo is the existence and the further development of a
large number of slum and squatter settlements. Squatter settlements are characteristically located on
marginal land such as road reservations, river, lake and canal banks and low lying areas subject to
flooding and water logging have very poor common amenities with poor sanitary and hygienic
conditions. In 1991, a number of 1/3rd (170,000) of persons within the city of Colombo were estimated
to live in conditions of high risk in contracting waterborne diseases from contaminated water. The
condition was studied to be even more serious in certain suburban towns of Colombo such as Gampaha.
Squatter settlements nearby water bodies such as the sea and lakes, are posing a problem where the
inhabitants relieve themselves directly to these water-bodies causing pollution and contamination of the
water. In addition, studies have shown that squatters living near the Beira lake lise the lake as a source
of drinking water as well as for personal hygiene. The Beira lake studies have shown high and
dangerous levels of industrial and chemical contamination of this water (UDA, 1996). The lack of
infrastructure to support the growing number of industries and commercial enterprises are exemplified
by the broken roads and increasing congestion and chaos within the city; studies have shown that over
120 industrial, commercial and public enterprises discharge the industriai waste and sewage directly to
the Beira Lake without any type oftreatment (UDA, 1996).
The loss of residency has also led to the degeneration of urban areas in terms of social activity and life.
The few social amenities and leisure spaces of Colombo are seen to be minimally used since most
people live outside the city (Yapa, 1998). After working hours and evening hours it can be seen that the
city is mainly used by those who have private means of transport or the upper income groups who live
within the city. The proposed plans of the UDA to introduce entertainment and adventure parks;
marinas and resorts; and lake side and sea side public areas (UDAIMHD, 1998) could have the
following repercussions. They could either evolve as places catering mainly to the above groups of
Colombo society contributing to further deprivation of amenities for certain social groups which
constitute the larger portion of the society or be under-used, causing these areas to be used for nefarious
activities as experienced in certain parks of Colombo today (Yapa, 1998).
The detrimental effects of unsustainable development on the three environmental systems are
intricately linked. Often Olle particular problem directly affecting Olle system would give rise to the
generation of problems in the other two systems. All these problems discussed above have detrimental
implications on the social, economic and ecological environmental systems. In the proceeding chapters
I will explore the spatial planning process that influences the characteristics of an urban system such as
discussed above.

ANAL YSIS PART II
CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 THE SPATIAL PLANNING PROCESS

4.1 Introduction:
Part II of the analysis model, as I described in section 1.4, focuses on the spatial planning procedure
that influence the above operational pattems of a city. The stages 4, 5 and 6 identified in section 1.4 is
developed at agreater depth and the different components are scrutinised and discussed in this section.
Thereupon I will apply this part of the model to two different cities; Colombo and Curitiba in charters
5 and 6 respectively. The results ofwhich will be discussed in comparison in charter 7. The developed
model, which will guide the following analysis, is presented be1ow:
ANALYSIS -PART II
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Fig. 16 The developed Analysis Model

4.2 Stage 4- Key Actors in the Decision Making Process
Simmel, writing on the basis of social action, argued that, "Society exists where a number of
individuals enter into interaction. This interaction always arises on the basis of certain drives or for
sake of certain purposes" (Simmel, 1971, p.23 as quoted in Agnew, 1987). Different groups in society
may react to an awareness of their degrading environment in different ways based on their motivations
and backgrounds.
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Fig. 17 The keyactors
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in society pose an external injluence on the planning decision making

I have identified four main broad pressure groups in the analysis model. These being, the community,
the state and state institutions, other main group and non-state groups. The community represents mass
society in general or communities in loeal areas; the state groups represent the state and all state
institutions; the other main group would depend on the loeal context in the particular eountry and nonstate groups represent a broad category of environmental, professionai groups and other soeio-

economical organisations. These groups holding political, social, religious, environmental and/or
commercial interests could be either a local, regional, national or a larger global force. International
organisations and international treaties often have a 'binding' force on the decision making processes
of sovereign nations by the inftuence they impose. The Agenda 21 dec1aration, following the Rio
Conference, is such an example. Apart from these groups identified above there could be a great
involvement of other pressure groups such as dominant environmental groups, especially in the
developed countries. These groups in tum may inftuence any Olle or more of the groups identified
above at a locallevel in developing countries. Even though their actions may exert a great inftuence on
the actions of the local groups, the model focuses at a 10calleve1and therefore, international groups are
discussed under non-state groups.
National social groups and communities in specific localities pose inftuences on planning decision
makers. However, as shown by Robert Geipel (Pred, 1981) higher income groups that are often also
better educated have greater ability to organise and voice their opinions than the lower income groups.
His studies indicated that the low income groups may be equally concerned about their environment but
usually has little inftuence and are badly organised at lobbying. It is also important for urban planners
and e1ected officials to be aware of true public opinion as local authorities and officials may resist
certain changes for the better due to unfounded ideas about public opinion (Lowe, 1991). Local
business interests in a certain area are also an important set of keyactors inftuencing planning
outcomes. Companies that have large financial and political resources may often seek the removal of
planning encumbrances on project profitability. Filion (1995) illustrates how such actions can seriously
destroy well intended plans. He illustrates this with the example where land-lise planning revisions
made by a Local Council to reduce allocations for office development in order to reduce transport
congestion was overthrown to an extent by the large companies that were directly affected by this
decision. Global economic forces are also shown to have an impact on land-lise decision making. A
prediction of an increased capital movement inta the country may prompt policy shiits and government
investment focuses. For example, the upgrading and building of airports, seaports and other
infrastructure (Olds,1994).
Discussing the transfer ofknowledge to 'mass society', Agnew (1987, p.26) writes, "their knowledge is
acquired and they live their lives, in the context of 'social worlds' dominated by the perspectives of
different 'reference groups' " The other main group and non-state groups may thus take up the
advocacy of such environmental cancerns in order to inftuence the other two groups inta taking action.
Therefore, these two groups adopt the role of the 'reference groups' mentioned above. The opinions
and demands of the community inftuence the policy and planning formulation process of the state
institutions. However, in reality, this categorisation may not be strictly followed. For example,
initiative actions taken by the governing authorities can act to inftuence, improve or change the
opinions and demands of the general public. This can be recognised as a reinforcing cyc1e.
4.3 Stage 5- Injluencing Factors
The importance of the participation of all types of keyactors in society in the decision making process
is due to the different types of inftuencing factors that they present to the plaDDers.In addition, the
different actors in society also affect each other's perspective of how they view their environment.
Therefore it is important that these different groups playan active role, in directly and indirectly
influencing the decision making processes, in order to ensure a more holistic approach to decision
making.
These actors may exert various kinds of inftuences on the decision making process, as I mentioned
above, mainly of a political, social, economic, culturai or religious nature. In general, state groups
mainly inftuence planning decisions by development policy and agenda settings, budgetary potentials
and constraints, and the endowment of responsibility on hierarchical leve1s in authority such as
different municipalities. Peter Ward (1990) outlines the inftuence of the government agencies on the
decision making process and questions the effectiveness of channels provided by political parties for
decision making. He also points out the misguided 'individuality' of political parties where upon being

elected, they often engage in establishing new policies and disassociating themselves with the policies
and the projects of their predecessors. Greater budgetary power to plan long term development goals
and the creation of all policies with an environmental focus that does not counteract each other is
necessary. Strong integration between environmental policies and other policies at a higher level is
required. For example, in Denmark and the Netherlands national environmental policies provide the
context for municipal development planning and development plans are required to incorporate
national environmental objectives (European Commission, 1996).
Closely related to the above factor is the provision of responsibility of the local authorities. In tum, the
organisations and groups running each project and the individual workers should be provided with a
sense of responsibility for the outcome of their work and their contribution towards the achievement of
a more liveable and sustainable city. Public authorities are also concemed with functions of the
provision and maintenance of social welfare. In this manner also the goveming authorities may
influence land-use policy decision making by the demands posed on land-use. Non-political groups
may pose influencing factors of many facets - these could be those organisations campaigning for
human welfare concems; ecological health and diversity; global geo-chemical change; sustainable
resource consumption and end-use efficiency; spiritual and ethical development concems with a local
or global outlook (Hempel, 1996). Natural factors such as existing topography and climate also
influences the planning decisions made. However, in this study the influencing factors discussed are
those posed by human society.
Stage 6- Decision Making
Planning is seen as a necessary instrument in present society. In the absence ofplanning, land would be
distributed between competing uses by the price mechanism and the market forces of demand and
supply. In a free market situation therefore, land would be taken over by purposes which could extract
the largest ilet return over a foreseeable period of time. However history has shown that, unhindered,
the market can consume resources in an ill-conceived and short sighted way, creating almost
insurmountable problems for generations to come. Planning is therefore inherently involved with
authoritative choice. Public agencies are established to control the operation of the market in the
interest of the community.
The planning process involves choices regarding the location of different land uses. It could be termed
an act of inclusion and exclusion of functions giving rise to interactive relationships maintained by the
spatial structure. As I have shown in the previous section the inclusion and exclusion of different landuses influences many other driving forces such as economic activities, distribution of social classes and
the future direction of development of cities. In other words, interactive relationships are created,
maintained or changed by this act due to the decisions made regarding the inclusion or exclusion of
specific activities.
Foley, writing in 1960, introduced a threefold ideology of planning; being "to reconcile competing
claims for the use of limited land so as to provide a consistent, balanced and orderly management of
land uses... to provide a good (or better) physical environment for the promotion of a healthy and
civilised life...and providing the physical basis for a better urban community life." However, as stated
this represents the 'ideology' of planning and reality is often not that simple. In modem society,
complex urban problems demand complex decision making with regards to competing claims for landuse. At times, these decisions may render certain groups in society at a loss while benefiting others.
In order to achieve an environmentally desirable spatial structure the decision making needs to be
based on a set of clear sustainability objectives. These objectives allowing the gains and losses and
their related repercussions on each of the environmental systems to be weighed prior to decision
making. Decision making procedures may adopt many types of methodologies. However, these
methods should be weIl integrated and comprehensive, and continuously improved and upgraded based
on the experiences upon application.

APPLICATION 2- CASE STUDY l
CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 A LOOK AT COLOMBO

5.1 Application of the Analysis
5.1.1 Key Actors
Studying the role played by keyactors i.e. the community, the state, other main group and non-state
groups in the urban planning scenario of Colombo Ollecould note the ambiguous participation of SOfie
of the actors. Another factor is the particular kind of influence they impose on the decision making
process. There is a clear political involvement as all initial and final decisions regarding an act of
development is taken by the minister in charge. However, this involvement is a passive bureaucratic
involvement rather than an active involvement in the development activities. The involvement of the
other actors seem to be minimal, perhaps due to the lack of awareness of environmental issues, lack of
avenues for positive involvement, 'black-box' bureaucratic structures and the lack of awareness oftheir
own roles in the planning process. The decision making by the state could be seen to be influenced
mainly by political and economic groups in society.
With regards to non-state groups, at a global level there seems to be a growing influence by these
groups on decision making processes at various levels conceming environmental issues. However, in
Sri Lanka, it can be concluded that while a large number of non-state groups such as NGOs exist, their
involvement with the environmental education and influence of the general public and political groups
is minimal. These groups could be defined as 'interest groups' or advocacy coalitions in environmental
terminology, attributing to their involvement in specific interest areas such as for example, coalitions
based on human health concems or the rehabilitation of the homeless. Further, in the cage of Sri Lanka
it can be seen that there is a lack of coalitions with urban based interests. There is also a difficulty in
identifYing another main social group with an environmental perspective that affects planning and
decision making. Throughout it's political history, religious groups have illustrated a strong public and
political influence. However, this group is not active in promoting environmental causes, especially
with regards to urban issues. This could be attributed to the lack of environmental awareness within this
group and the lack of recognition of the need for their involvement. In other Asian countries such as
Indonesia, where religion plays a similar role in society, this particular group has been especially
successful in promoting certain environmental causes.
The state
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business groups
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Fig. 18 Keyactors identified in the planning decision making in Colombo

5.1.2 Influencing factors
Due to the passive role played by SOfie of the keyactors the influencing factors in the decision making
process are mainly limited to present political inclinations, authoritative influence, development
policies and economic concems. This has the danger of contributing to spatial planning decisions to be
made in a manner that is removed from the present and future needs of the society and city, as
discussed in chapter three.

5.1.3 Decision making
The city of Colombo poses many potentials for improvement and development within a sustainable
framework provided effective govemance and planning. The main land-lise decision making and
planning authority of the city of Colombo is the Urban Development Authority (UDA). In the study of
their decision making process, it was seen that there is no stated guideline for the making of land-lise
decisions, except the bureaucratic procedure. In addition, overall sustainability goals and objectives are
seen to be vaguely defined. The development objectives presented in the development guide plans for
the Colombo-Fort area (UDAJMHUD,1998) can be taken as an example. These are stated as,
1. "Consider the needs and wants of Sri Lankans living in the next millennium, to build a Sri Lanka
with betteTquality of life than today.
2. Enrich the lives by enabling to relate to examples of our-culture, origins and identities
3. Conserve OUTarchitecture and heritage by enhancing the 'historic core' through the policy of
adaptive reuse.
4. Strengthen the positive townscape- mixture of old and new.
S. Transform the streets to urban boulevards lined with- offices, hotels, restaurants, museums and
apartments.
6. Drive leisurely along the scenic coastal roads with- entertainment parks, adventure parks, marinas
and resorts etc.
7. Weave the tropical foliage and water bodies into the urban structure.
8. Establish an excellent public transport system, accommodating through traffic on ring roads and
limiting parking within the Fort." (UDAJMHUD, 1998; emphasis omitted)
These stated objectives seem arbitrary and ambiguous despite the romantic picture painted by the
scenarios established, due to the lack of a strong and viable strategy of achieving the objectives. In
addition, the development guide plans for specific development areas at times contradict proposals
made for the overall development of Colombo. For example, the proposed zoning plan and the density
plan of Colombo (Fig.lO and 11) identifies the Fort area as a concentrated development zone with
unlimited density ofmore than 10 floors. However, the development guide plan for Fort indicates more
than 70% of the area as land reserved for conservation and green open spaces. This contradiction would
necessarily have implications on keeping these areas as conserved and open spaces in the face of
market pressures. A multidisciplinary and holistic approach to decision making is also seen to be
lacking. A simple example I could present would be the stretch of development along the entire coastal
road which has been identified for high-rise and high density development. The city of Colombo is a
coastal city and the main wind direction is inland from the sea. High rise developments along the coast
would necessarily act as a barrier to these wind flows causing unbearable discomfort with humidity
levels as high as 90% in Colombo.
In Sri Lanka, the lack of co-ordination between the different public units are high due to the lack of a
specified overall policy objective and ambiguities regarding the hierarchy of authority. Therefore,
uniess this problem is addressed the co-ordination of sectors is unlikely to be effective. It may be gajd
that in order for the above described proposals for the Fort area to become a success as envisioned, the
improvement of transport (which is managed by a different ministry, within this area as well as the rest
of Colombo) is a pre-requisite. If not, due to the nature of the spatial structure of Fort described in
section 3.2.2 and the proposed parking restrictions, the inaccessibility caused thereof would lead to the
further decline of this area. The lack of co-ordination at a higher level of policy making was also
detected where certain policies with regard to economic development counteracted other policies with
regard to the physical development of the city (Economic Review, March 1996). Policy planning
strategies adopted at present and in the past have taken a short term perspective lacking an
environmental concem. The 'environmental issues' as recognised by the UDA (UDA,1997; Map 4.8 in
UDA/MHD,1998) are solely concemed with the ecological system such as the pollution of urban
waterways and flooding. However, even this is viewed from a linear point of view and therefore
concemed with treating symptoms rather than the cause of the problem. Another problem noted in the
decision making, implementation and management process is the lack of a clear allocation of
responsibility of different urban units and the specific tasks to be carried out by each unit. This is

further complicated by the lack of a clear definition of municipality areas or urban areas (Marga
Institute, undated). This has led to the unregulated development of suburbia which grow into urban
areas in terms of population density, lacking the necessary inn-astructure and amenities. These
developments, therefore are also able to escape certain types of taxation which in tum would pay for
the maintenance of inn-astructure. It has been documented that industries locate themselves in these
areas due to the lack of govemment controI (Marga Institute, undated).
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Fig. 19 Each of themes of development such as Health, Education, Housing etc., are handled by a separate
Ministry. Each of these Ministries has a Minister at the head of the institution. All main decisions with regards to
projects of each Ministry are taken by the respective Minister. The Mayor, on the other hand is in charge of the
development of the city. In this circumstance, a conjlict of political interest and authority can arise. In addition, a
strong vertical segregation of each Ministry can be seen. The Urban Development Authority (UDA), which does
not have a political head, is not as influential as could be desired in directing or influencing the development
decision making taken in each of these Ministries.

Such an outlook as discussed above by the goveming and planning authorities of Sri Lanka has led to
the development of operational patlems as discussed before in Part I of the cage study analysis. The
UDA is currently undertaking studies and research in the consolidation of development directions for
the city and the region. Even though these studies provide a great improvement, the main weaknesses
identified above still remain.

APPLICATION 2- CASE STUDY 2
CHAPTER SIX

6.0 A LOOK AT CURITIBA

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the planning process of Curitiba, it's stumbling blocks over the years and it's future
direction is scrutinised. I have outlined the main achievements of Curitiba towards environmentally
sustainable urban planning in appendix A2. This case study, as explained in the methodology, is
mainly based on interviews conducted by me with various institutions in Curitiba as weIl as the
examination of the literature produced by them. The urban planning process of Curitiba could be
divided inta two main periods; the initial period of planning during the military govemment and
immediately thereafter (between 1960-1990) and the current paradigm (between 1990-1999). In this
study I will concentrate on the latter period of planning. However, since the latter period is a direct
result of the former period, a brief discussion of the past planning process is necessary.
The initial planning of Curitiba was undertaken by a group of professionals fTomvarious fields, putting
an emphasis on technical design and planning. This group made same critical and innovative decisions
that were removed fTom the usual thinking paradigms of that time, which gave direction to the
ecologically motivated planning of the latter times. However, due to a lack of democratic organisation
in the country, the planning was done and implemented by Ollecentral body headed by the architectmayor Jaime Lemer, without any consultation of other groups in society. Despite the lack of pressure
fTomthe public, an initiating group can be identified. That of the academics, mainly fTomthe two main
universities, The Federal University and the Catholic University ofParana. These academics were also
the Olleswho were involved in the initial planning of the city. With the establishment of a democratic
govemment in Brazil in 1985, the planning process began to change direction towards Olle of
heightened emphasis on public participation in planning. In the year 1997 under the directorship of the
current mayor, Cassio Taniguchi, a matrix system was introduced to all govemmental institutions as a
new methodology ofplanning and decision making (see section 6.2.1).
6.2 Application of the Analysis -Part II (The Current Planning Paradigm)
6.2.1 Key Actors in the Decision Making Process
The decision making process currently adapted is a highly structured and integrated system. The
matrix system (Fig.20) has been formulated integrating all state and other institutions, with all the
projects proposed for the planning period. The matrix system adapted between the years 97-99
involved the following keyactors; the Mayor, the Cabinet, The Institute for Research and Urban
Planning in Curitiba (IPPUC), The Institute for the Management of Public Administrations (IMAP),
and the individual govemment Secretariats.
The Mayor has direct influence on all actors in the Matrix System and plays a dominant fale in all
main decision making. IPPUC on the other hand is the unique organisation which controIs and coordinates the entire system. Representatives fTomall the above institutions are present at the location
of IPPUC working together with the staff of IPPUc. !MAP is a body responsible for developing the
competence of the state institutions and is in elose contact with all parties involved in the Matrix
System in order to improve the efficiency ofit's functioning. The govemment Secretariats are those in
charge of specific areas of work such as Education, Health, Environment and Industry, Commerce and
Tourism.
Apart fTomthe actors involved in the Matrix System the methodology of decision making (discussed
below), which all parties at IPPUC working on all projects must adopt, involves further keyactors.
Mainly the Planning Units of each region (Reginals). The city of Curitiba is divided inta 8 distinct
planning areas based on the characteristics of localities. In each of these areas there is a Planning Unit

that is located in the respective regions. This enables these units to work closely with the people of the
community and enables them to extract information from the grassroots level. The Planning Units
consist of ahead, that is elected by the community. IPPUC works closely with these planning units
during their project planning, implementation and monitoring stages. When projects are in progress,
IPPUC and the Mayor visits these Planning Units weekly to hold audience with the people of the
community about the projects in their region and the city in general.
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Fig.20 Conceptua/ diagram of the Matrix System, showing the institutions invo/ved in each project and the degree
of invo/vement required including the /ocation of the project /eaders.

This system presented an initial attempt to involve, organise and punctuate the rotes played by
different parties in the decision making process. Each persons rote in each of the projects is well
defmed and the connections of each project to every other project are established. The guidelines for
working within the system ensures that at all relevant stages the connections between different projects
are maintained by the different actors in the process. The initial introduction of this system within a
formerly bureaucratic structure has proved to be a great challenge due to the general resistance to
change. IMAP, which is in charge of improving the competence of state institutions, formerly engaged
in holding interactive workshops, field trips, seminars, etc. focusing on the development of the
individual; improving team spirit, goal achievement, self confidence and the development of a 'proactive, result oriented' culture within the state institutions. According to IMAP, the system was a
failure in the first year, white improvements were made in the second year and the co-ordination of the
matrix system was only achieved in the third year.
As can be observed, the above methodologies concentrate heavily on the co-ordination of the public
central institutions and involve other keyactors in society only at an indirect level. During the
meetings at the planning areas, as experienced by IPPUC, there was initially reluctance and
bewilderment by the people of the communities who were unaccustomed to being participants in
decision making regarding the development of the areas they live in. Their participation and the quality
of their input has been seen to have improved over the years. In order to support this, there are several
public place s in the city where permanent exhibitions inform the public of all the projects carried out in
the city and their expected outcomes and objectives. The lack of involvement by other main groups in
society has now been recognised as a deficiency and improvements in the system are now being
formulated. This is discussed below in section 6.5
It was noted by IMAP, the Universities and IPPUC that the presence of non-state groups with an urban
environmental interest are non-existent in Curitiba. In addition, it was also noted that the involvement
of the university in the current planning process and also in urban research was minimal. These factors
were noted by all parties as great deficiencies which would be improved in the future.

6.2.2 Influencing Factors
The active participation of all main groups in society was seen to promote a more holistic approach to
urban planning and decision making. IPPUC, which is the main planning body upon consultation with
a chosen set of groups in society prepares planning proposals. These proposals are then in tum
presented to these key social groups for feedback. The pressure affected by these groups, especially the
more powerful social groups such as the Commercial Syndicates, are generally seen to promote and
view the plans from a view completely focused on the general optimisation of their own interests.
However, the involvement of a large set of groups representing different segments of society ensures
that IPPUC receives feedback from the interests based on all segments of the society. This
participation has been facilitated due to the change in methodologies adopted by the state institutions
in the recent rast abolishing the non-transparent bureaucratic state structures.
However, I also observed that there was a general lack of participation by most of these keyactors
other than the state institutions, in the promotion of environmental education to the general public.
This was attributed to the recent achievement of democracy in the country. A more active role played
by environmental groups or the universities, in terms of research, public education etc., in this regard
could strengthen the initiative role taken by the central institutions.
6.2.3 Planning and Decision Making
The projects chosen for a certain planning term are a combination of those projects presented by the
Mayor in his election campaign as his agenda for the term in office and those project proposals
presented by the various Secretariats. These diverse projects are linked as suitable to form a core set of
projects, as shown in figure 20 where a set of 24 projects (one completed at this stage) are mapped into
the matrix.
Goal and process formulation
The overall goal to be achieved by all planning actions made by all sectors of the matrix is clearly
defined as the achievement of a better Quality Of Life (QOL) for the people of Curitiba within a
sustainable framework. IMAP which is mainly involved with the formulation of methodologies for
better planning decision making within a results-oriented culture, as mentioned before, believes that
such an objective can be achieved by planning processes that have the following characteristics;
flexible structures, shared management, action directed to be always more organised and planned,
optimisation of management. However, it should be noted that as pointed out by some of the persons
involved in the matrix system, Olle of the key failures of the matrix system in practice was its
inflexibility. In reality the roles played by each party may not be as clearly definable. In addition, due
to the high dependence of each person on the others in the chain link, the inflexibility of time periods
and work was seen to stifle innovation at times. Shared management was also seen to be a cause of
problems due to the personnel's lack of willingness to share power and their need to establish
dominance over others within the system.
The main changes that were introduced with the matrix system in 1997, as stated by IMAP, are as
follows:
1. The linking of planning and budgeting - This was formerly done by two separate departments,
which was observed to be highly inefficient and time consurning. Currently, both actions are done
at IPPUc.
2. Flexibilisation of functional structures i.e. the removal of the bureaucratic structure and the
inclusion of a matrix system.
3. Personnel development and management - This is seen to be a constant and ongoing process and
the responsibility for personnel development lies with IMAP.
4.

Defined processes for decision making - This is also carried out by IMAP and there is a strong
monitoring system of how these processes are followed and a constant search for better
methodologies.

5. Better integrated and improved information system - This factor greatly increased the quality of
actions taken and the results achieved. Other tools such as Annual Reports and Public Service

Index were utilised as instruments of communication and accountability rather than paSSIve
publications.
6. Areas that were presently managed directly by the state Secretariats that could be more efficiently
managed by other social organisations were detected and these areas of action and authority were
decentralised.
As seen by !MAP the matrix system was a management tool providing several advantages. Some of
these could be listed as; a system that gives stability to public projects despite the inclinations of the
political party that may be elected upon each political term; the betteTintegration of information from
all sources and therefore the emphasis on quaIity and efficiency; optimisation of the organisationaI
machinery for developing govemment competency to achieve results and utilise resources in the most
optimal manner. The following Govemance Triangle was identified as key components that state
institutions must establish for the above proposals to succeed.
Government Plan

D

Government
Gavernability
Competence
The Govemment Plan component represents the action proposals made for the planning period. The
Government Competence component represents the manageriaI resources, for example, personnel with
competence to achieve results and the Govemability component represents the necessary support that
must be obtained by other keyactors in society such as citizen-political forces in the city; the press,
business and professionaI groups etc. As can be observed, in the current system ('97-'99) this
component has not been fully involved in the decision making process. However, the new land-use
proposals put forward by IPPUC for the city of Curitiba for the year 2000 has initialised this
involvement with the plan being presented to several key organisations in the Curitiba community such
as the Institute of Architects, The Parana IndustriaI Federation, The Building Enterprises Syndicate,
The Engineering Institute of Parana, The Commercial Association, Association of Real Estate
Developers, Community Representatives etc. for feedback. Many meetings, as much as 25 and over
have already been heJd with these groups, with the meetings being conducted by the Mayor and
IPPUC.
Project decision making
The guideline followed by all planning decision making at present is as folIows:
l. Problem identification andformulation of initial goals for each planning area for a certain project.
2. Conducting meetings with thepeople of the community in each planning area with the collaboration
of the Planning Units. These meetings are attended by relevant personnel from IPPUC and all other
institutions represented in the matrix. As experienced such meetings with the community are
tedious, however much valuable information is gathered regarding the real needs of the community
and their particular requirements according to their particular lifestyles.
3. The information thus gathered is supplemented by further research done mainly by the Planning
Units, which work closest to the people. This information gathering is closely monitored by
IPPUC.
4. According to the information thus collected, goals are formulated and reformulated for each
planning unit. lndicators are chosen for the specific planning units which will be taken as key
aspects for action and also for monitoring the progress. Analysis of the indicators are done
scrutinising what they are, why they existJor why they are needed and in what form they are
needed. For example if it is seen that there is a lack of education in a certain planning area, it is
analysed whether the need is in building new schooIs, motivating the children to attend school or
improving the quality of teaching. According to such analysis, further plans of action are made.

5. The information gathered from each planning area is then processed in comparison to each other,
in order to identifj; the planning areas that are in the greatest need of assistance and improvement.
Based on this comparison, prioritisation of action in terms of planning area is done. This is also in
aid ofbudgeting allocation, which is handled by IPPUC as mentioned earlier.
This process is carried out for each of the chosen projects. The methodology adopted thereupon is also
the same for all projects undertaken. This system is based on clear documentation of all information
with regards to a project and the elimination of ambiguity in terms of implementation. Within each
project, depending largely on the scale and nature of the undertaking, either many operations (plans of
action) or a few operations may be identified. These operations would then be carried out by specific
teams assigned to each operation.
The documentation structure adopted is thus,
ExplanationProblem and opportunities: Main problem identified with a focused description of localities.
PrescriptionOperations: What are the main routes of action proposed.
Product: What is the main product of this action.
Result: What is the main result hoped to be gained by the product.
Strategy (Political analysis)The critical factor: The factor that controIs the situation and has to be overcome in order to achieve the
above. This involves the analysis of social actors, resource availability and motivations.
Who/what controls the criticalfactor: What sources need to be tapped to overcome the critical factor.
Motivation: For this critical factor to be overcome and viability to be achieved for the operation, what
needs to be changed. Description of the current situation.
Strategic actions: If conditions are not favourable then what specifically needs to be done.
OperationsThe management of the operations: Who is involved and at what level of authority.
lnvolved institution: The relevant institutions.
Date of completion of operation.
This structure is a part component of alarger concept that goes on to elaborate on the management of
the operations. In addition, the levels of authority are allocated, as unique to each project, depending
on the importance of the part played by each person in the matrix. These persons are then grouped as
those mainly comprising of three levels of authority.
Leveli - The entire portfolio of projects: The Mayor, Secretariats, assessing group and all strategic
project co-ordinators.
Level 2 - Specific project: Strategic project co-ordinators, organisation representatives, all operation
managers
Level 3 - Each operation within specific project: Operation managers, action managers
Between the years 1997 and 1999 there were 540 persons involved directly with the 24 projects
identified in fig 17.
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6.3 Future Directions in the Decision Making Process
During the last two years, monitoring of the above methodologies were done and its weaknesses and
problem areas detected. One of the main weaknesses of the Matrix System was identified as its focus
on the central institutions and lack of focus on the other sectors. An improved methodology, along the
same lines as the matrix system, is now being developed to encompass a more holistic dimension in
the planning and decision making process. A brief description of it is as follows:
Four main dimensions for planning action are identified. These are,
1. The social and economic dimension
2. The urbanistic and environmental dimension
3. Legal and financial dimension
4. Public-private-community organisations dimension.
Each of these dimensions have central level and local level groups and organisations, with each of
these groups having established a mission and aims for the planning period. These are always in line
with the overall stated objective of improving the quality of life of the Curitiba citizen. These aims are
not ambiguous or arbitrary as seen in the cage of Colombo. The aims are formulated thus; under each
dimension several themes are present, such as housing, land-use, education, health etc. For each of
these themes a group of responsible actors are established. These groups then scrutinise the potentials
and restrictions for each theme and develops a set of objectives and an aim. Finally, all the potentials
and restrictions and aims formulated for each theme under a certain dimension is synthesised to arrive
at the overall aim of each dimension. In tum, the synthesis of the aims and objectives of each
dimension gives rise to the overall aims and objectives of the entire programme Each dimension in
addition has 3 instruments to document all actions and create a database of information which can be
accessed by all parties in all dimensions.
The highlight of the new methodology is seen as the great emphasis given to maximising potential
partnerships. A number of 4039 groups in society have been identified at all levels for participation,
such as non-govemmental organisations, universities, various foundations, enterprises and community
organisations. The initial stage of this process is hoped to be concluded by the end of the year 2000 by
establishing a great technical reserve, ideas, information and data. As I have observed, the keywords
can be concluded as 'partnerships' and collective consciousness' .

RESUL TS AND DISCUSSIONS

CHAPTERSEVEN
7.0 IN

COMPARISON

7.1 Identifying the Essentiai Difference
Marilyn Frye (1983) in her book 'Politics of Reality' describes a birdcage: "If you look very closely at
just Ollewire in the cage, you cannot see the other wires. ... even if, Olleday at a time, you myopically
inspected each wire, you still could not see why a bird would have trouble going past the wires to get
anywhere. There is no physical property of any Olle wire... that would reveal how a bird could be
inhibited.. .by it except in the most accidental way. It is only when you step back.. .and take a
macroscopic view of the whole cage, that you can see why the bird does not go anywhere 1t is
obvious that the bird is surrounded by a network of systematically related baITiers (as quoted in
O'Sullivan, 1999, p.160) As I have shown in the preceding discussions, the urban system also
functions in a similar interconnected manner. In Charles Jencks (1995, p.26) discussion of urban
theory, he presents the work of Jane Jacobs (1961) and Robert Venturi (1966) as two comerstones in
post-modem architecture and urbanism. In these works they present the city as "fundamentallya living
organism with complex interlinkages and holistic behaviour it is a superorganism with nonlinear,
emergent properties". In the design and planning of cities, therefore, the planners and decision makers
have "an obligation towards the difficult whole" (Venturi as quoted in Jencks, 1995, p.28).
The evaluations of the two cage studies based on the Analysis Part II indicates two very different
approaches taken in the planning and decision making processes of the two cities. This difference, can
be pointed out as the main source which attributes to the fact that Curitiba continues to distinguish
itself amongst other cities of the world as a role model. Lars Reuterswärd (1998) writing on his
experiences with the space programmes at NASA, presents two aspects of the mental mode adapted by
the space planners. Firstly, a sharp focus on achieving a goal- where an ultimate goal is defmed and all
problems on the path to achieving that goal are taken as solvable. Where each problem is solved
independently but as a component part of alarger whole. Secondly, the stark acceptance of the nonlinearity of life-support-system flows such as water, nutrients, oxygen and carbon dioxide of life in a
space shuttle. The planners in Curitiba is seen to have a similar attitude to the space-planners at NASA.
Boulding's essay "The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth" (1973) comes to mind in this
comparison. There is a main focus on achieving the goal of an improved quality of life within a
sustainable framework. Curitiba, being a city in a developing country, at the beginning of their
evolution and even at present face similar financial constraints and inter-linked social problems such as
poverty, malnutrition, lack of sanitation, inadequate shelter etc. as many other developing regions.
However, like the space planners, the planners of Curitiba have taken the resolution that the goal
should and can be achieved and that all problems are to be solved along the way to the goal.
Furthermore, by adopting a non-linear way of thinking, their solutions to problems are orten interlinked with providing solutions to other problems in the same process, creating a positive feedback.
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The Sri Lanka National Report to the UN Conference on Environment and Development under the
subtitle 'Future Scenario for Sustainable Development' says the following: "In Sri Lanka, as in many
other countries of the Third Wodd, the problems of environmental degradation, and hence the threat to
sustainable development, arise out of a state of underdevelopment. It would be futile to attempt to
solve problems of the environment while the people are malnourished, unemployed and living under
conditions of squalor. The first priority is to address the problems of under-development.
Simultaneously, environmental issues should receive attention, for otherwise, whatever development
that is achieved will not be durable and lasting" (MEPA, 1991,p.129) This statement presents
ambiguity towards the environmental issue but can also be suspected to be highly representative of the
thinking mode of the administerial and the planning systems of many other countries such as Sri
Lanka. The 'problems of the environment' are presented as separate and different to the social
problems mentioned, deserving prior attention without which environmental problems cannot be
solved. But at the same time in the last sentence, it also tries to indicate the inter-linked nature ofthese
different systems of the whole. Further, the attitude adapted is questionable. The goal of achieving
sustainability of the three environmental systems- social, economic and ecological, should be an
ultimate goal spearheading all actions taken and decisions made.
7.2 Re-evaluating the Role of Key Actors in the decision making process
The role of the keyactors could be in the form of direct influence or indirect influences on the decision
making process, as I discussed earlier. They could either be direct participants in decision making or
could influence other groups in society in how they view and behave in their environment. With
regards to environmental advocacy, it can be seen that the four groups identified can be categorised into
'passive' and 'active' groups. While the community and the state groups could be termed 'passive'
groups due to their dependence on another force to initiate action, the other main group and non-state
groups could be termed 'active' groups due to their initiative action taking possibilities. The planner
himself is considered a decision making body separate ITomthe keyactors for the purpose of study.
However, in reality the planner could be part of one of the groups, as seen in the Curitiba case study.
White the latter group is the initiating force with regards to their influence on decision making as key
actors, the former group is necessarily the determining force. In both cities it was seen that there was a
lack of active involvement by either of the initiating groups in environmental advocacy.
In the process of decision making in Colombo, I identified a lack of participation by many keyactors
of the society. State institutions were identified as a dominant actor and the other main influencing
group to a certain extent was seen to be influential political and economic groups. In the case of
Curitiba, as identified in the earlier charter the initiating group in the 1960's was a group of academics
who were involved with the two main universities as well as the initial planning of Curitiba. These
plans were implemented during the term of Mayor Jaime Lemer who was a part of this initial group of
planners. As the state representative in the scenario, the Mayor took the initiative to promote
sustainable development practices in the context of Curitiba. Therefore, the initiating force and the
determining force was one and the same person in the system. The actions of this person in tum
influenced all other segments of society to become more environmentally conscious. In the later
stages, the positive initial forces can be seen to create and maintain positive feed-backs. Curitiba's
initial experimentation with the matrix system and the proposed future improvements to this system,
can be seen to emphasise the importance of the development of key actor partnerships. This discussion
and results have implications on all keyactors in a local and global context in developing countries
such as Sri Lanka. It is important for these groups to be aware of the importance and power of their
individual roles and the knowledge that a strong presence of all groups is necessary in order to have a
sustainable programme of action.
Based on the above, I suggest the following for Colombo. Firstly, with regards to non-state groups, it
can be seen that there is a need for interest groups with an urban environmental issues educational and
promotionai concem. The involvement of these groups in the education of the public on inter-related
causes and effects of the urban ecological system is seen as a requirement. The introduction of urban
environmental education centres for the general public induding school children, businessmen,

industrialists, educators etc. could be a possible avenue of reaching the public. Agreater involvement
of two other main groups, the universities- academics and students, and religious groups is suggested.
The involvement of the universities due to the high standard of research work and the potential
opportunities to be gained by the innovative minds and enthusiasm of students, who in tum form part
of the community. The involvement of religious groups due to their strong influence on the general
public and the political system.
Secondly, the involvement of all keyactors in society in the planning process should be enabled and
avenues for their participation c1early defined. Once this has been set into motion, positive feedback
would maintain and accelerate appropriate tehaviour as seen in the Curitiba example. The community
is orten cited as the most potent and powerful group in influencing decision making towards greater
environmental emphasis (Hempel, 1996; Turner et al, 1994). Further, from the experiences ofCuritiba,
it was seen that their involvement in the decision making process leads to achieving public action
based on the real development needs of the community. It was seen that in Curitiba the participation of
all segments of the community is promoted as an important part of the planning methodology. Due to
the power they yield over the politicians and policy makers and also due to the wide scale success that
can be achieved by mass movements, the empowerment of the public is seen as of great importance in
the path to sustainable development. Therefore, it is important to form partnerships and create avenues
for the participation of the key social actors in the decision making processes of the central institutions.
The quaiity of participation can be improved by the education of the community on urban
environmental issues and also by maintaining effective communications with the community with
regards to the intended programmes of the state institutions.
Thirdly, state groups on the other hand was seen to be a key determining force in the decision making
process in both case studies. Therefore, as can be seen in the case of Curitiba, an 'initiative' position
adopted by state institutions in power could greatly speed up the process of change. However, in order
to make this happen in Colombo, the education of the politicians and bureaucrats in environmental
issues is seen as highly necessary in order to avoid misguided operations despite goodwill- such as the
large scale deforestation that took place with the implementation of the Million Housing Programme in
the 1980's in Sri Lanka (Economic Review,1996). This could be sited as a typical example where
linear thinking concealed inter-linked causal effects of a particular programme of action. Lacking the
unique situation of Curitiba, where the Mayor was an architect with an environmental perspective, this
becomes Olleof the tasks of initiative groups.
7.3 Re-evaluating the Process of Decision Making
7.3.1 Study and Analysis StaKe
The govemment of Sri Lanka, the policy makers and planners have acknowledged the necessity and
importance of the consideration of environmental issues in their development goals and policy making.
Consideration is given to ecological issues in development discussions. However, a lack of full
understanding and progressive thinking with regards to environmental issues can be seen. The equation
of 'ecological' issues with 'environmental' issues, the de-linking of socio-economic issues with the
effects on the ecological system and a passive approach in planning and policy making have in the past
given rise to several catastrophes of inefficiency and resource wastage. The studies of Colombo
undertaken by local planning authorities are mainly statistical, non-comparative and linear based.
Comparative analysis of different statistics and results are rarely done. For example, comparisons
between the growth in commercial enterprise and the loss of residency in the city or the growth of
suburbia and infrastructure provision, rural-urban migration pattems and employment sources. There is
no acknowledgement of the relationships that exist between city functions and their effects on the
environmental systems.
In the Curitiba case study, I have shown that great emphasis was given to the prior study of the local
areas and information collection. Avenues are created to collect grassroots level information with
regards to all areas of study. Many different tools are utilised and many social organisations such as

hospitals, schooIs, police etc. are approached to extract data of the actual and current operational
pattems of the city. A defmed and methodologically developed resource base is developed. In addition,
a specific department at the IPPUC engages in the dissemination and analysis of this data against the
overall objective of planning by evaluating the quality of life of the people of Curitiba. All areas of
urban relationships represented in the modet are analysed. A multi-disciplinary approach is adopted
and the inclusion of the various institutions by the matrix system ensures the holistic study of the
existing structure and operational pattems. The analysis is also utilised to assess the resource
capacities, support of local actors and motivationaI analysis. Further, these initial studies are utilised as
a basis upon which new policies and programmes of action are assessed for the impacts they are likely
to incur upon these system and the monitoring of the programmes upon implementation of the project.
I make the following suggestions with regards to Colombo. Firstly, comparative, non-linear analysis
and the superimposition of such comparisons can illuminate many underlying operational pattems that
are part of the group of driving forces that represent the' inner logic' of the city. As I have shown in
the cage study of Sri Lanka this lack of understanding is illustrated in certain future planning proposals
made for the city. The development of a resource base- consisting of technical and non-technical data
of the operationaI pattems of the city, and the analysis of all such data utilising modem methodologies
against defmed criteria is suggested. Transparent and uniform methods of data collection and analysis
is seen as important for the comparative analysis of data. This resource base should be accessible to all
keyactors of the society. It is also important that the methodologies used are constantly re-evaluated
for effectiveness.
Secondly, it was seen that there is no consultation with the community or other keyactors in society in
the collection of information in Colombo. This approach has lead to a lack of understanding of the real
land-lise needs of the city and society by the planners and policy makers. It is suggested that strong and
defmed links be made with these keyactors and that social organisations such as schools, hospitals and
community centres be utilised as tools for the collection of information regarding the true operational
pattems of the city.
7.3.2 Planning and Decision Making Stage
In contrast to the highly structured and integrated planning system of Curitiba, the planning process of
Colombo is haphazard and segmented. Authority is allocated not according to the roles played by each
public personnel in a project, but according to the bureaucratic structures already established. This has
also lead to passive participation by personnel in development projects and the lack of motivation in
achieving results. The collective consciousness promoted in Curitiba has no priority in the Colombo
decision making process due to the high segmentation of planning issues in terms of health, education,
land-lise, etc. Further, there does not seem to be a clear consensus on the desired direction of growth
conditions for the city in relation to the greater needs of the country. Reductionism is seen to be
practised where at most times isolated areas are treated and planned in isolation to other areas.
Therefore, the planning actions proposed may at times counteract each other and also act towards the
creation of further instability in socio-economic and ecological sustainability.
This discussion has implications on the planning and decision making system of Sri Lanka. Firstly, in
order for the proposed alternative planning approaches to be successful, a foremost requirement is the
re-education of the planner. Hempel (1996,p.88) writing on ecological 'literacy' states that "olle of the
truly critical insights that ecological education brings is that the realisation that knowledge based on
understanding interdependence and interactivity is superior to knowledge based on reductionism." This
refers to systems thinking and the avoidance of looking at whole systems from a singular focus.
Environmentalliteracy follows the same principles. Hempel writes thus, "Classifying the components
of environmental destruction is not nearly as helpful as understanding their system interactions. Since
each of the driving forces (of environmental degradation)... is both a cause and an effect of Olle or
more of the other driving forces, no single perspective or unicausaI theory of problem solving can
suffice. Modelling the dynamic and multi-dimensional nature of environmental destruction requires
circular pathways and feedback mechanisms
poverty, for example, can be both a source and a
consequence of rapid population growth, which in tum can be both a source and a consequence of

environmental decline and the additional poverty that it fosters. In other words, a driving force can
trigger changes that affect it's own behaviour in the future. It is the interactions of the model, not
merely the individual components, that policy makers must understand if they are to be effective in
protecting the global environment" (Italics added). It was seen that in Curitiba, continuos effort is
given to the development of the individual in the state institutions and specific workshops created to
develop certain skills and attitudes as relevant to each field.
Secondly, a clear goal and a weIl defined, integrated planning and decision making process needs to be
established. Each decision made in each segment of the larger whole should be complementary to the
overall objective undertaken. It is also necessary that these methodologies be continuously evaluated
and improved for maTeeffective performance suitable to the changing needs of the society.
Thirdly, as also leamt from Curitiba, the integration of all sectors involved in urban planning and
decision making is important for the achievement of efficiency and maTe unified planning actions.
Even though this could be seen as a task of great difficulty, the example of Curitiba has shown that the
attempt at integration itself leads to greater awareness of the holistic perspective by decision makers.
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Fig.23 Planning decision making should be guided by an overal/ goal as wel/ as a defzned planning procedure.
The above figure shows how such a procedure may take form. Initial/y, the state of the urban system (or the
environmental systems) is scrutinised for problem identification. Then in consu/tation with different groups in the
community the specific interactive relationships and operational patterns that give rise to the problems are
identified. Based on these findings, the changes that may be needed are identified and project goals are
formulated. These proposals are then presented and analysedfor their probable implications on the operational
patterns of the city and in tum on the environmental systems. At this stage further consu/tation with different

groups in society was seen to be desirable.Thereupon,final goals areformulated and a plan of action drawn
outlining the interactive relationships that need to be changed in the particular local community.

CONCLUSIONS
CHAPTER EIGHT
8.0 AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH?

This study was undertaken to explore the connections between spatial structures and environmental
systems, and to determine if and how the planners of cities in developing countries such as Sri Lanka
may need to adopt an alternative approach to planning the spatial structure. At the beginning of the
study I presented this objective in the form of three questions, the answers to which were sought in the
discussions and analyses of the preceding chapters. In order to guide the analysis, an analysis model
was developed outlining the relevant influence flows of how the city functions. In this chapter I will
summarise the results, and the implications of these results.
1. How does the spatial structure of the city function and what are the implications thereof on
environmental sustainability?
In chapter 2, several main aspects of each stage represented in the analysis model were identified for
discussion. The thus developed analysis model was applied to the city of Colombo with a main focus
on the perspective of movement patterns. From the discussions during the development of the model
and the cage study, I have drawn the following main conclusions.
Firstly, the three inter-linked components of the environmental systems are affected by all human
socio-economic actions. The urban land-use structure which influences the mode of functioning
adopted by the operational patterns of a city, therefore, bears some responsibility for the current
functioning patterns of a city and therefore, the socio-economic and ecological scenario of the city. In
the discussions and cage study, the range and diversity of the effects that urban spatial structures could
pose on these environmental systems directly and indirectly was shown, including the domino effect of
Olle system, on the performance of the other two. Reading many of the planning documents and
environmental reports of Sri Lanka it was clear that this complexity was not understood or
acknowledged. Secondly, the operational patterns that drive the city functions can be viewed from
several perspectives. Each of these perspectives present a different facet to the overall manner of
operation of the city. Such an analysis from different perspectives contribute to a more holistic
understanding of the city system. Even though the cage study of Sri Lanka focused on Olle of these
perspectives, movement patterns, it presented an idea of the many facets that could be discovered and
highlighted by such a method of analysis as opposed to statistical and linear methods. Thirdly, by
adapting this method of analysis it was also shown that these operational patterns exist in relation to
the interactive relations created, changed or nurtured by the spatial structure. It is these interactive
relations that are manipulated by urban land-use planning.
2. What attributes of the land-use planning process createdlinfluenced this situation?
Part II of the analysis model was developed and applied to two cage studies in order to investigate the
different attributes of the planning processes of two different cities. Colombo is a city that may have
operational patterns that can be commonly encountered in the developing world and Curitiba is a city
that has been largely accepted as being directed towards achieving environmentally sustainable
operational patterns. These discussions contributed to the following main conclusions.
Firstly, there was a clear lack of an overall focus in the cage study of Colombo. The study of Curitiba,
in contrast showed a clear line of focus on achieving the main objective from the topmost levels to the
grassroots level in policy planning and implementation. This lack of ambiguity of final objective to be
achieved has enabled the empowerment of all groups involved contributing to innovativeness in
surmounting problems, efficiency and a sense of pride in one's work. Further, this has enabled the
avoidance of duplication of efforts and contradictory efforts, generating greater positive feedback
mechanisms. Secondly, it was seen that the acknowledgement of the interconnected nature of the city
system and all societal groups within this system, is a fundamental need which should facilitate other

positive paradigms such as; the consultation of all key groups in society in the collection of
information on the operational patterns of the city; the development of a common resource base for
utilisation by all institutionai components and societal groups; the reformation of state institutionai
systems to create a transformation of the bureaucratic and passive thinking modes towards a collective
conscious, results oriented mode; the involvement of all key groups in society in obtaining feedback
regarding planning decisions made. Thirdly, the analysis of the keyactors involved in environmental
advocacy and the decision making process also presented a great contrast in the individual roles played
by different groups in the two cities. It was conc1uded that a strong role played by each of the key
actors is necessary for the sustainability of a dynamic and positive planning system.
3. What changes are needed in this process to achieve a more environmentally sustainable
development?
The core question I have posed in the study and the answers to which I have endeavoured for in the
two previous probes have been this question. The understanding of the nature of the city system and
the comparative cage studies have shed light on how a city, composed of interactive relationships
contributing towards a more sustainable system may be achieved. An alternative approach to the Olle
that is commonly found in planning systems is recommended. I have identified the following as the
essentiai characteristics of such an approach.
A clear overall objective and a dermed decision making process was also shown to be of
importance. The lack of this in the Sri Lankan context was shown to have detrimental implications
while a successful and efficient system was shown to be achieved in Curitiba, where such a procedure
is followed.
The understanding of the systemic nature of the operations of the city is seen as fundamental by all
keyactors involved including, and especially, the planners. Environmentalliteracy as advocated in the
previous section is highly important, in a wide scale for the achievement of large scale social
transformations, and at specific scales for the achievement of incremental progress in achieving a more
successful planning approach.
The establishment of partnerships on a 'public-private-community' basis was shown to enrich the
decision making process, allowing planning action to be based on the real needs of the society. An
effective and positive role played by the keyactors was also shown to be necessary. The empowerment
of these groups is necessary in forming avenues for them to develop and voice their opinions. The
empowerment was shown to be mainly achieved through the environmental education of these groups
and the reorganisation of bureaucratic structures to allow such participation. In the cage of the key
actors international environmental groups could playa catalytic role in bringing about such a process
where all groups are conscious oftheir respective roles in the planning process oftheir environment.
The main conclusions reached in this study present further areas for research and exploration in several
directions. Mainly; the facils and goals that should be formulated for the development of Colombo and
their prioritisation; how the commitment of such a facils could be achieved and what structuralinstitutionai changes are necessary in order to achieve that at all levels in the decision making process
in a specific state system such as in Sri Lanka; how environmentalliteracy could be advocated within
the spheres of all keyactors; an in depth study of the operational patterns of the city of Colombo; given
aholistic, systemic understanding of the operational patterns of Colombo, the spatial structure that
should be achieved for the attainment of environmentally sustainable operational patterns in the city of
Colombo. These diverse areas of study are shown to be necessary in order to contribute to the process
of understanding and achieving an environmentally centred and sustainable planning system in Sri
Lanka.
The issue of urban land-use planning within an environmentally centred framework, as discussed in the
introduction, has proved to be a constantly developing and improving yet mainly theoretical debate.
However, countries in the developing world which are looking towards the next century as an era of

promise for their greater development and growth needs to confront this issue at an immediate and
criticallevel. The plaDDersof the city of Curitiba, seems to have done just this. It was seen that there is
a genuine commitment and dynamism in their planning process to constantly evolve their
understanding and actions towards an environmentally sustainable form of development. As seen from
their results thirty years from the inception of this outlook, Curitiba today staDdsout as Olleof the few
urban success stories in the world. The planners and the government of Sri Lanka who have expressed
their concern towards the achievement of sustainable development, need to address this issue with
greater commitment. Planners in Sri Lanka need to review their proposals made for the development of
the city of Colombo in the next decade and their planning process itself, for the validity of both from
the perspective of environmental sustainability which they claim to seek in the proposals. The three
factors presented above are seen as crucial for the development of a betteT planning system.
Alternative approaches formulated and adopted however, should be continuously evaluated and subject
to improvement in terms of understanding and implementation. OUTactions and thinking paradigms
are at any given time subject to the limitations and possibilities of that time. This means that any new
structures that are developed will have imprints and influences from the former structures which may
or may not be positive. This causes the need for a constant evolution and exploration towards more
holistic and appropriate ways of planning and living.
We shall not cease from exploration
And at the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And to know the place for the first time,
and hence the need, for further exploration.
(Reworded; arter T.S. Elliot, Four Quartets)
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1

A 1.1 The Urbanisation Process of Sri Lanka
Historically, two of the main causal factors for the evolution and development of cities has been trade
and exchange of goods. Like wise, Colombo initially evolved due to the foreign merchant trading that
developed centred around it's natural harbour. The socio-economic development of Colombo even in
the recent past has been primarily determined by the locational pulls of trade and transport facilities.
The existing spatial organisation is a development much related to it's historical heritage. The
Portuguese, Dutch and British colonialists used and established the urban grid to accommodate their
social needs (Perera,1998). One important factor that contributed to this development historically and
influences the present development, is the presence of the largest harbour of the island (originallya
natural harbour) in Fort- currently the Central Business District of Colombo. This determined to a great
extent the movement, living and time-change pattems and the location of various activities (Hilling,
1996).
However, Fort was isolated enough from the rest of the city to develop as an 'exc1usive centre' during
the beginning of the British era (1796-1948) with the prosperity brought on by the development of the
port activities. H's isolation made it an ideal place for the development of shopping centres, banks and
companies catering to the rich and the effluent of Colombo. Large shopping centres with imported
goods thrived in this part of the city. The British who engaged in the export of natural resources of Sri
Lanka, such as gems, minerals and tillber; and luxury agriculturai goods such as tea, coffee and
cinnamon; established a large railway station on the periphery of Fort. This was to enable the goods to
be transported by train from various parts of the island to Fort, from where it would be taken to the port
to be shipped to Europe. In addition, a road network was created which accommodated the above
activities. With time, the pressures of development created a mass exodus of the rich and middle c1ass
residents of this area to the maTespacious suburbs and a complimentary migration of rural agricultural
populations to the city looking for 'better paid' work. These workers settled in the outer areas of Fort.
In addition World War II made the port of Colombo, not only the third most important port in the
British empire but also, the fifth busiest port in the world. This led to a massive rural-urban migration
during and after this time.
With the establishment of the railway in Fort, Pettah located in the outskirts of Fort adjacent to the
railway acquired great potential for trade. Mainly, Moors and Parsee tradesman began to set up shop
exploiting this potential. This commercial development also attracted many people from the rural areas
who calle looking for employment. As a result Pettah soon developed as a slum area. Here again,
similar to the development of Fort, the rich and middle c1assresidents moved out in to the suburbs. The
spatial void that was thus created became occupied by wholesalers and retailers creating a mass
commercial centre exploiting the location of the country' s central port and railway station.
A 1.2 The Urbanisation Process of Curitiba:
As can be seen the urbanisation process of Sri Lanka was predominantly characterised by the rural to
urban migration, of people with a fundamentally agricultural background lured to the city by industrial
and commercial development. Unlike in some cities where natural growth accounts as the main factor
for city growth (Peter Ward,1990), similar trends can be observed in the urbanisation trends of the
Latin American countries.
During the period of 1930 to 1990 a rapid urban transition took place in the countries of Latin America.
With the exception of some commercial and trade cities like Sao Paulo, all other 'developed' areas of
Brazil was predominantly agricultural. Even the development of a commercial city like Sao Paulo was
dependent on the rural areas producing export goods (Gugler,1996). With the industrialisation process

that began in the 1940's after the second world war there was a rapid urbanisation trend that was given
rise to by large scale urban to rural migration. In Brazil between 1950 and 1960 the DN estimates of the
contribution of migration to urban growth was 49.6 per cent. As in the case of Sri Lanka these
migrants, mostly from agriculturaI backgrounds, were largely unskilled or semi-skilled workers. This
also caused direct changes in the pattems of movement, living, consumption and production, land usage
and the social organisation of cities. (Gugler, 1996 p261). The growth of secondary cities like Curitiba
was slower in comparison. While earlier the rural populations migrated to the largest cities, bypassing
secondary cities like Curitiba, during the period of 1970-1980 the secondary centres became the focus
of migration. With the erection of large scale steel plants in these centres this trend was intensified. It
was during this time that the planning of the city, taking the city in the current direction, was initialised.
APPENDIX 2
Some Achievements of Curitiba
Measures
Movement Pattems:
Public transport: Main corridors have an
express bus lane; major bus routes have a station
every 400 metres; system is faster and cheaper
than those of other Brazilian cities.*
Traffic calming: Some streets are closed to
autos; in others, speed limits and trees slow
down car traffic*.
Provisions for pedestrians and cyclists:
City has an extensive cycle-way
network; pedestrians have priority in the
downtown; public squares have been
improved. *
Living Pattems:
Garbage recycling: Household separation
of recyclable materials and trading in these
items for food, toys, school supplies, books,
chocolates etc.
Unique sewage treatment system: Low cost
programme serving areas not equipped with
sewage collection and treatment systems.

Low income housing: Regularisation of
areas occupied illegally and in a haphazard
manner. Under Olleproject the workplace
and housing is brought together
Education: Centres for Integral Education

"Lighthouse of Knowledge"

Effects
Curitiba's bus system now serves more than
1.3 million passengers daily, 50 times as
many riders as 20 years ago.*
Curitiba' s rate of accidents per vehicle is the
lowest in Brazil*

Once-declining shopping districts are
now robust, lively; the city has more meeting
spots in which people can gather.*

Greater recycling and closed-Ioop approach to garbage.
Expansion of the usefullife of urban garbage
landfills.
Incentive for the involvement of children in the
environmental cause.
Greater sanitary conditions and the treatment of
sewage to environmentally healthier conditions.
The creation of a successful urban park in an
old quarry area-where there is now a "University
for the Environment".
Sanitary and healthy living conditions and
security is provided.
Solves two crucial problems of employment and
housing for the low income population.
Complements regular teaching with student
follow-up and sports, leisure, culture and
multimedia activities and nutritionaI complements.
Neighbourhood mini libraries located next to Municipal
schooIs, accessible to all in the community.

Environmental

education:

Citizenship development: A text book about
the city of Curitiba used in al schools
promoting the practice of citizenship.
Health: Special programmes dedicated to
disease prevention and maintenance of good
health.
"Clean" Employment: A programme
where temporary work teams are created
for unemployed adults or retirees, employing
them to maintain public areas and providing
access to gardening and literacy courses.
Land Usage Pattems:
Land use policies: New development is
concentrated in existing urban space instead
of sprawling outward; emphasis is on
making the best lise of developed area. *

Careful integration of transport and
land-u se policies: Planners encourage
higher densities around major transport
corridors and try to ensure that each
area includes a mix ofhomes, jobs and
services. *
Housing: The effective insertion ofhousing
projects in the city in urban empty spaces or
areas of planned mass transportation.
Private initiative encouraged through
Public-Private Partnership programmes.
Youth skins training: The "Trade Line"
programme teaching various professionai
skills to youths aged over 14 years.

A "Free University for the Environment"
promoting environmental education research and
diffusion of self-sustainable practices.

Curitiba has more municipal health care tillits
than any other Brazilian city. Operating on a regular
day time schedule or on a 24 hour basis.
Employment opportunities are provided while at the
same time, city cleaning and the maintenance of
public areas are facilitated.

A former powder magazine was tumed
into a theatre; an old gille factory is
now a community centre; green area
per inhabitant has expanded from 0.5sq.m
to today' s 50.*
Gasoline lise per vehicle in Curitiba is 30
percent less than in other Brazilian cities
it's size; people in Curitiba spend about 10
percent of their income on transport, Olleof
the lowest rates in Brazil.*
Provided decent housing conditions for low
income groups within the city.
The many effective funding schemes enabling the
developments to be self-financed.
Over 60 courses are taught in buses that have been
adapted as mobile classrooms.

Sources: *Marcia D. Lowe (1991);Worldwatch Paper 105; All other information from Prefeiture Da Cidade
Curitiba, IPPUC (1995)
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